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The thesis area comprises 53 square miles located in Beaver-

head County, Montana, and includes the Argenta mining district.

Sedimentary and igneous rocks of the area range in age from

Precambrian to Recent. The aggregate thickness of the sedimentary

rocks is approximately 13, 500 feet. The op.ly systems not repre-

sented are Ordovician and Silurian.

The oldest sedimentary rocks consist of Late Precambrian

shallow marine and nonmarine subarkose, argillite, and ortho-

quartzite of the Belt Supergroup. These strata are divided into three

informal map units.

The Pateozoic sedimentary rocks that overlie the Belt strata

were deposited in a marine and in part nonmarine environment.

The Cambrian system is represented by the Late Cambrian Hasmark

Formation, succeeded disconformably by the Late Devonian Jefferson
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Dolomite and Three Forks Formation. Overlying the Three Forks

is a thick sequence of Early to Late Mississippian limestones

which were separated into the Lodgepole Formation and Mission

Canyon Limestone. The Amsden Formation of Late Mississippian

to Early Pennsylvanian age overlies the Mission Canyon with prob-

able disconformity. The Pennsylvanian Quadrant Formation con-

formably succeeds the Amsden. The Permian Phosphoria Formation

is considered to disconformably(?) overlie the Quadrant Formation.

Mesozoic strata were deposited in continental and marine

environments. The marine Dinwoody Formation of Early Trias sic

age is disconformably succeeded by the Late Jurassic continental

Morrison Formation. The dominantly continental Early Cretaceous

Kootenal Formation overlies the Morrison Formation with a grada-

tional and arbitrarily located boundary. Marine strata of the Cob-

rado Group (?) of Early and Late Cretaceous age overlie the Kootenai

Formation with probable disconformity.

Rocks representing the Tertiary System are dominantly igneous.

The Argenta Stock and related plutons consist of quartz monzonite,

granodiorite, and latite porphyry of probable Middle or Late Eocene

age. The Argenta Stock is a composite pluton comprising quartz

monzonite and quartz monzonite porphyry. Lithic welded tuff and

an olivine basalt flow of possible Eocene-Oligocene age are found

only in the northwest part of the area. Rhyolitic vitric tuff



discomformably overlain by a limestone-pebble conglomerate, both

of probable Miocene age, are present only in the eastern part of the

area.

Quaternary strata-in the area include both glacial and fluvial

deposits. Pleistocene glaciers, representing at least three glacial

stades, produced a glacial trough with valley-in-valley profile, and

left moraines in the northwest part of the area. Resulting outwash

deposits are found in terraces above the present Rattlesnake Creek

drainage. Quaternary landslide and alluvial deposits are locally

pre sent.

The Laramide Orogeny has produced a complex series of folds

and faults which locally trend anomalously northeast-southwest. The

main structural features are the Kelly Thrust and the Argenta Anti-

dine. Horizontal compression from the west and northwest pro-

duced a series of dominantly northeast-plunging anticlines and

synclines broken by steep faults in addition to the major structures.
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STRUCTURE AND STRATIGRAPHY OF THE ARGENTA
AREA, BEAVERHEAD COUNTY, MONTANA

INTRODUCTION

Location and Size

The area of this report lies between lat. 45° 15' and lat, 45°

22'30" and between long. 112°45' and long. 113° in Beaverhead

County, Montana. It comprises approximately 53 square miles

within the Beaverhead National Forest (Fig. 1).

Accessibility

Argenta Road, an improved road, provides the principal ac-

cess into the thesis area from Highway 278, near Dillon. An unirn.

proved Forest Service road provides limited access, via French

Creek and Birch Creek, into the area from U. S. Highway 91, north

of Dillon. Access within the area is limited to mining roads passable

only during the dry season, The summer months of June through

August are the best months for field work.

Relief and Drainage

The maximum elevation in the thesis area is 8, 704 feet in NE,

sec. 6, T. 6 S. , R. 10 W., and the minimum elevation is 5, 540

feet in SE, sec. 25, T. 6 S., R. 10 W. ; thus, the maximum relief

is 3, 160 feet.
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The area is drained by Rattlesnake Creek and its tributaries,

French, Trout, and Kearns Creeks, all of which are perennial

streams fed by springs and intermittent streams in the western

part of the area. Rattlesnake Creek and the small, intermittent

streams that drain the northeastern portion of the area flow east-

ward and empty into the Beaverhead River near Dillon.

Climate and Vegetation

Climatological data from Dillon (U.S. Weather Bureau, 1966)

for the year 1966 show that the average monthly precipitation was

0.51 inches, ranging from 0. 13 inches in March to 1.48 inches in

June. The average annual temperature was 44 50 F., ranging from

-16°F. in January to 950 F. in July. The summer months, from

June through August, are warm during the day, with an almost daily

occurrence of brief thunderstorms, and quite cool during the night.

Vegetation is relatively sparse and variable, ranging from

predominantly sagebrush and grasses at lower elevations, such as

the southeastern half of the area, to conifers at the higher elevations,

such as exist in the northwestern half of the area. Lodgepole pine

is the dominant conifer in the area. Grasses, willows, and cotton-

wood trees commonly grow along perennial streams and near springs.
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Methods of Investigation

The field work was done in approximately 11 weeks during the

summer of 1966. The geology was plotted in the field onto aerial

photographs, with a scale of approximately 1:16, 000, which were

purchased from the Montana Forest Service. The data was then

transferred onto U. S. Geological Survey topographic maps of the

Ermont and Argenta quadrangles, with a scale of 1:24, 000. A

Jacobs staff and Brunton compass were employed to measure the

thickness of stratigraphic units. Wentworth's grain-size scale

(Weller, 1960, p. 52) and the Rock-Color Chart (Goddard, 1951)

were used in lithologic descriptions. McKee and Wèir's (1953)

terminology for stratification of sedimentary rocks was used in

field descriptions. The terrigenous and carbonate sedimentary

rocks in the thesis area were classified according to Folk's (1965)

classifications. The igneous rocks were classified according to

Johannsen's (1937) classification. Textural descriptions of igneous

rocks used in the text are those of Moorhouse (1959).

Laboratory studies were conducted during the academic year

1966-67. Petrographic examination of 53 thin sections was made;

modal analyses were made with the Wentworth integrating stage.

Clay minerals were determined by X-ray diffraction, utilizing

filtered copper radiation. Staining with Alizarin Red S. following
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the procedures outlined by Warne (1962, p. 29 38), was used in

C')fljUflCtiOfl with petrographic examination to distinguish between

dolomite and calcite in the carbonate rocks. Sodium cobaltinitrate

and potassium rhodizonate stains were employed to distinguish be-

tween alkalic and calcic feldspar, using the techniques suggested

by Bailey and Stevens (1960, p. 1020-1025). Shimer and Schrock's

(1944) illustrated book of index fossils was used for fossil identifi-

cations.

Previous Work

Winchell (1914) included the thesis area in a reconnaissance

report on the mining districts in southwestern Montana and adjacent

areas. In a reconnaissance report on the oil shales and phosphate

rocks of western Montana and adjacent areas, Condit (1918) included

the area in a map of western Montana. Shenon (1931) mapped the

Bannack and Argenta mining districts, including approximately 15

square miles of the thesis area. Kiepper (1950) mapped the geology

of part of Beaverhead and Madison Counties, Montana. Cressman

(1955) included the thesis area in his discussion of the stratigraphy

of the Phosphoria Formation in southwestern Montana.
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Table 1. Data collected and analysis techniques used in thesis research.

DATA COLLECTED AND ANALYSIS TECHNIQUES

DATA COLLECTED ANALYSIS TECHNIQUES

Areal Distribution Field observation and
aerial photographs

Stratigraphy Stratification Field observation

Thickness Aerial photographs
Jacob Staff

Attitude Brunton Compass

Depositional structure Field observation
Sedimentary (X-strata, lamination, Brunton Compass

Structures contacts, etc.)

Secondary Features Field observation

Rock Type

Textures and Color Hand Lens

Conglomerate Composition Hand Lens

Secondary Features Binocular microscope

Textures Hand Lens

Sandstone Composition Thin Section (21)

Textural variations Hand Lens

Color Binocular microscope

Secondary features (Thin Section) (21)

Mudrocks Color Hand Lens

Textures Binocular microscope

Composition Binocular microscope
X-ray (2)

Color Hand Lens
Textures Thin Section (17)

Limestone Composition Hand Lens (acid and stainiig)(6)
and Thin Section (17)

Dolomite Secondary Features Hand Lens
Thin Section (17

(Staining) (3)

Igneous Rocks Textures Hand Lens
Composition Thin Section (15)
Modal Analysis Thin Section (4) and

Integrated Stage
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STRATIGRAPHY

The sedimentary rocks of the Argenta Area range in age from

Precambrian to Recent, underlie approximately 92 percent of the

map area, and have an aggregate thickness of about 14, 000 feet.

The stratigraphic sequence is summarized in Table 2. The only

systems not represented in the area are Ordovician and Silurian.

The correlation chart (Table 3) was compiled from publications by

Robinson (1963) on the Three Forks quadrangle, Montana, and by

Scholten and others (1955) on the Lima region, Montana. The fol-

lowing sections present descriptions of the sedimentary formations

and smaller units in chronological order.

Unnamed Precambrian Strata

Precambrian sedimentary rocks1 which belong to the Belt

Supergroup, were mapped as three distinct lithologic units: Unit 1

is a subarkose, Unit 2 an argillite, and Unit 3 an orthoquartzite.

Without more detailed stratigraphic and petrologic data, correla-

tion between these units and formations over 100 miles north of the

thesis area seems unwarranted. The three units are probable cor-

relatives of formations of the Missoula Group, as described by

Nelson and Dobell (1961) near Bonner, Montana.



Table 2. Generalized summary of stratigraphic units, Argenta area, Montana

C

4-,

C

w
H

Lower and
Upper
Cretaceous

Formation

Colorado Group(?)

Lower Kootenai
Cretaceous Fbrmation

Upper Jurassic Morrison Formation

L ithology

Alluvium.

Landslide deposits.

Unconformity

Glacial outwash,

Unconformity

Glacial till.

Unconformity

Terrace gravel.

Disconformity(?)

Limestone-pebble conglomerate.

Disconformity

Vitric tuff.

Pigeonite-bearing olivine basalt.

Disconformity(?)

Lithic welded tuff.

Unconformity

Quartz monzonite, granodiorite,
and latite porphyry.

Unconformity

Gray and green mudstone found
in float; commonly covered.

Thin- to thick-bedded, gray,
gastropod biomicruditc; inter-
bedded, varicolored subarkose,
siltone, mudstone, and
carbonaceous shale; upper
position covered; chert-pebble
conglomerate at ton.

Very thin- to thiu-bedded,
varicolored mudstone, siltstone,
chloritized vitric tuff, and tuffaceous
lithic sandstone; very thin- to thin-
bedded, varicolored, fossiliferous
dismicrite, mudstone, and sandy
micrudite.

Thickness
in feet

150+

50+

300-4.00+

1600+ ?

2500

775



Table 2. (Continued)

Formation Lithology Thickness
in feet

Disconformity

Lower Dinwoody Laminated, olive gray mudstone arid 438

Triassic Formation siltstone; very thin- to thin-bedded,
brown, biopeisparite calcarenite.

Disconformity(?)

Lower and Phosphoria Laminated to very thin-bedded, grayish 400

Middle Formation orange siltstone; very thin-bedded,
Permian black, phosphate pellet sandstone and

petroliferous mudstone; very thin- to
thin-bedded brownish gray, arenaceous
chert; thin- to thick-bedded, cherty
orthoquartzite.

Disconformity (?)

Lower and Quadrant Thick- to very thick-bedded, gray to 1600

Middle Penn- Formation red subarkose.
sylvanian

Upper Missi- Amsden Very thin- to thin-bedded, pink, 300

sippian Formation calcareous subarkose and siltstone;
and Lower thin-bedded, gray biomicrite and
Pennsylvan- biopelsparite calcarenite.
ian

Disconformity (?)

Lower and Mission Canyon
Upper Limestone Thick- to very thick-bedded, light 1700

Mississip- gray, biosparmicrite calcarenite.
pian

Disconformity(?)

Lower Lodgepole Thin-bedded, dark gray, fossiliferous 900

Mississip- Formation micrite and dismicrite; calcareous
pian shale partings.

Disconformity

Three Forks Laminated to thin-bedded, yellow to 400
Formation red, shale argillaceous micrite and

siltstone.

Jefferson Thin- to thick-bedded, dark gray, 600
Dolomite sandy dolomite and intraformational

limestone breccia.



Table 2. (Continued)

Formation

Upper Hasmark
Cambrian çormation

Precambrian Unnamed

Lithology

Disconformity

Thin- to very thick-bedded, light gray,
sandy dolomite; minor shale and dolom-
itic sandstone.

Disconformity (?)

thin- to thick-bedded, red
orthoquart2ite; minor argihite and
conglomerate.
p2: laminated to thin-bedded,
varicolored, micaceous argilhite;
minor subarkose.
pC1: thick- to very thick-bedded,
red to pink subarkose.

Thickness
in feet

800+

3450+

10
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Table 3. Correlation chart of Paleozoic and Mesozoic strata.

Three Forks Area, Montana Argenta Area, Montana Lima Region, Montana-Idaho
Robinson, 1963) (this report) (Scholten, et al., 1955)

ii]] JJJIL1JJ]?LLLL 11111]]]]
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Unit 1

E2

Precambrian Unit 1, the oldest rocks exposed in the thesis

area, is composed of subarkose. The unit is distinguishable from

other sandstones in the area by the ubiquitous occurrence of cross-

lamination, the absence of interbedded argillites, and by its color.

Distribution and Topographic Expression. Unit 1, exposed

only in the upper plate of the Kelly Thrust, has been thrust over the

Mississippian Mission Canyon Limestone and Amsden and Pennsyl-

vania Quadrant Formations in the western part of the area.

The unit forms a high, rounded, resistant ridge along the

western boundary d the thesis area. Several isolated conical hills

have been formed by glacial and fluvial erosion. Exposures are

commonly poor due to cover by angular to subangular sandstone

slope debris.

Thickness. Unit 1 is approximately 2,100 feet thick within the

thesis area. However, the total thickness of this unit is unknown

because its lower and upper contacts are not exposed.

Lithology. The color of the subarkose is variable, ranging

from pale red purple (5RP 6/2), pale pink (5RP 8/2), grayish orange

pink (5YR 7/2), and moderate red (5R 3/4and 5R 4/6), to pale red

(1OR 6/2), dusky red (5R 3/4) and pale red purple (5RP 6/2), to

moderate red (5R 5/4).
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The subarkose is commonly thick- to very thick-bedded, with

ubiquitous cross-lamination in sets 12 to 20 cm. in thickness. Scour-

and-fill structures with less than 10 mm, relief; argillite chips

are rarely encountered on stratification planes. The argillite chips,

as much as 2. 5 cm. long and 2 mm. thick, are oriented parallel to

the stratification.

Microscopically, the subarkose consists of subangular to sub-

rounded, mode rately well - sorted, medium - to coarse .-grained sand.

Principal constituents include quartz, orthoclase, microcline, and

detrital chert grains, with subordinate amounts of plagioclase,

muscovite, magnetite, and tourmaline. The feldspars are both

fresh and weathered. Original grain boundaries, outlined by hema-

tite dust films, are only slightly distinguishable. Compaction and/or

deformation has produced sutured, interpenetrating grain contacts.

Quartz overgrowths, in optical continuity with the sand grains, were

probably produced by pressure solution. Orthoclase overgrowths

rarely occur on the potas sic feldspar grains. Quartz and orthoclase

overgrowths are the causes of induration of the subarkose, producing

a hard and poorly porous sandstone.

Unit 2

Precambrian Unit 2 is composed of varicolored micaceous

argillite (Pettijohn, 1957, p. 342), with minor interbedded micaceous
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subarkose. The term argillite is used by the writer for mudrocks

that have undergone a somewhat higher degree of induration thaii is

usually present in those rocks (Tw:enhofel, 1937; Pettijohn, 1957,

p. 342). The argillite lies conformably(?) beneath Unit 3 on the

northwest flank of the anticline.

Distribution and Topographic Expression. Unit 2 is exposed

in the core of the Argenta Antic1ine. Unit 2 is overlain by Unit 3 on

the northwest flank of the anticline, but on the southeast flank of the

anticline it is in fault contact with the Devonian Jefferson and Three

Forks Formations and the Mississippian Lodgepole Formation. Ex-

posures of Unit 2 are very sparse.

Thickness. The maximum thickness of Unit 2 exposed in the

core of the Argenta Anticline is approximately 650 feet. The total

thickness is indeterminable because the basal contact is not exposed.

Lithology. The colors of the variegated micaceous argillite

range from dusky red (5R 3/4), light olive gray (5Y 5/2), and light

brown (5YR 5/6), to dark gray (N3) on fresh surfaces. Weathered

suxfaces range in color from grayish red (5R 4/2), dark reddish

brown (lOR 3/4), and pale olive (lOY 6/2), to grayish black (N2).

Red colors are dominant. The grain size ranges from clay to silt,

which occur in varying proportions. Muscovite flakes lie parallel

to the stratification, imparting a luster to bedding surfaces. The

highly indurated argillite is partly siliceous and has locally developed
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cleavage nearly parallel to the bedding planes. Some of the well-

developed muscovite may be secondary, having formed during indura-

tion. The distinctly laminated to thin-bedded argillite has planar

to undulose stratification. Asymmetrical ripple marks, with wave-

lengths of 5 to 10 cm. and amplitudes of 5 mm. or less, are ubiqui-

tous in the silty argillites. Polygonal mudcracks and "sinusoidal

markings" (Barnes and Smith, 1964, p. 1018-1019) were found asso-

ciated with and apart from the asymmetrical ripple marks. Moder-

ate red (5R 4/6), subangular to subrounded, flat mudclasts as much

as 12 mm. long are rarely noted. The mudclasts are commonly

oriented subparallel to the lamination of the argillite. No fossils

or trace fossils were found in this unit.

The interbedded subarkqse is relatively minor in regard to

the argillite. The dusky red (5R 3/4)to grayish red (5R 4/2), thin-

bedded strata consist of fine- to coarse-grained, moderately to

poorly sorted grains of quartz, orthoclase, muscovite, magnetite,

and tourrnaline. The compact sandstones are cemented by silica.

Quartz-pebble stringers are relatively rare.

X-ray diffraction analysis of a powdered argillite sample mdi-

cates abundant quartz, with smaller quantities of feldspar, muscovite,

and kaolinite.



Unit 3

Precambrian Unit 3 is composed of vitreous orthoquartzite
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(Fig. 2) with minor interbedded argillite and a local cobble conglom-

erate. The contact between Unit 3 and the Cambrian Hasmark For-

mation is a fault, in the thesis area..

Distribution and Topographic Expression. On the northwest

limb of the Argenta Anticline Unit 3 forms a high continuous ridge,

except south of Rattlesnake Creek where it has been faulted out.

On the southeast limb of the anticline, the quartzites have been

faulted out north of Argenta Spring.

Unit 3 supports high, steep ridges on both flanks of the Argenta

Anticline. Ridges on the southeast flank are more subdued than on

the northwest flank because the strata dip less steeply. Poor expo-

sures have resulted from the accumulation of blocky, angular debris,

but occasional good outcrops occur where the ridges and cliffs are

steepe st.

Thickness. Approximately 700 feet of Unit 3 are exposed in

the area. However, the total thickness could not be determined be-

cause of faulting.

Lithology. The colors of the orthoquartzites range from pale

red (1OR 6/2), pale reddish brown (10R 5/4), and light gray (N7), to

very light gray (N8) on fresh surfaces. The colors of weathered
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Figure 2. Thin- to thick-bedded orthoquarzites of
Precambrian Unit 3 on southeast side of
Clarks Canyon in SE*, sec. 24, T. 6 S.,
R. 11 W.



surfaces range from pale red (5R 6/2), moderate reddish orange

(1OYR 6/6), and very light gray (N8), to grayish red purple (5RP4/2).

The various red colors are produced by varying amounts of very fine

hematite films on sand grains. The thin- to very thick-bedded strata

commonly have thin sets, 12 to 25 cm. thick, of cross-laminae.

Asymmetrical ripple marks with an average wavelength of 8 cm. and

amplitude of 3 mm. occur locally.

Mic roscopically, the orthoquartzite consists dominantly of

quartz, with minor amounts of detrital chert, orthoclase, muscovite,

magnetite, tourrnaline, and zircon. The subrounded to well-rounded,

fine- to coarse -grained sands are moderately well-sorted. Quartz

granules as much as 3 mm. in diameter are found locally in the

coarser-grained strata. Grain contacts are indented to moderately

sutured. Quartz overgrowths have filled pore spaces, producing a

vitreous, highly indurated quartzite. Hematite dust commonly out-

lines the original grain boundaries of the grains.

The laminated argillites interbedded with the orthoquartzite

are light brown (5YR 5/6) and grayish yellow green (5GY 7/2) on

fresh surfaces, which weather to light olive gray (5Y 6/1) and yel-

lowish gray (5Y 7/2). In general, the argillites are very similar

to those of Unit 2.
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A bed of cobble conglomerate at least six feet thick was en-

countered in one poor outcrop. The upper and lower contacts are

not exposed. The poorly sorted and unstratified layer consists of

subangular to subrounded pebbles and cobbles of mainly quartzite and

chert in a poorly sorted, coarse-grained sandstone matrix. The

cementing agent is silica.

Age and Correlation

The unfossiliferous strata assigned to the Belt Supergroup are

considered to be of Precambrian age, based on lithology and strati-

graphic position.

In the thesis area, the Flathead Sandstone as well as the other

typical Middle and Late Cambrian formations, i. e., the Wolsey,

Meagher, Park, and Pilgrim Formations, are absent owing to either

non-deposition or to pre -Late Devonian erosion. Instead, the Late

Cambrian Hasmark Formation (Hanson, 1952, p. 17), which Hanson

considers to correlate with the Meagher, Park, and Pilgrim Forma-

tions, occurs stratigraphically above Precambrian Unit 3 with a

fault separating them everywhere in the thesis area. As seen in

Hanson's correlation chart for Cambrian Formations in southwestern

Montana, the Hasmark Formation was deposited with the exclusion

of the Meagher, Park, and Pilgrim Formations; thus, the writer

considers the Flathead and Wolsey to be absent due to non-deposition.
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Precambrian Unit 3 occurs in a stratigraphic position similar

to that of the Cambrian Flathead Sandstone in western Montana

(Robinson, 1963, p. i5-iE; Scholten and others, 1955). The ortho-

qu.artzite of Unit 3 has interbedded argillites, which are not noted

in the Flathead Sandstone in western Montana (Hanson, 1952, p. 10-

11). Unit 3 is very similar to Belt Supergroup strata exposed in

other areas in western Montana (W C. Barnes, 1966, personal

commun.).

As mentioned previously, no formation names have been as-

signed to the Precambrian strata because of the lack of detailed

information due to poor exposures and the great distances involved

in any correlation. The Units probably correlate with formations

of the Missoula Group (Nelson and Dobell, 1961).

Origin and Depositional Environment

The basin in which the Belt Supergroup strata were deposited,

the Cordilleran geosyncline, was widespread and extended from the

Arctic Ocean southward beyond southwestern Montana (Fenton and

Fenton, 193 7). The basin spanned most of western Montana, includ-

ing the area of study. Most of the Belt strata are believed to have

been deposited in a shallow marine environment (Perry, 1950).

The second-cycle clastic sediments were clearly derived

from the mechanical weathering of crystalline and sedimentary



rocks. A possible source area occurs east of the thesis area,

where Precambrian pre-IBelt Cherry Creek and Pony Formations

occur (Ross and others, 1955). An eastern source also agrees with

directions indicated by analyses of asymmetrical ripple marks and

cross-stratification after correction for rotation. The abundance of

strained quartz, orthoclase, mic rocline, plagioclase, and tourmaline

clearly indicates a crystalline source area, while detrital chert mdi-.

cates a sedimentary source. The subrounded detrital grains sug-

gest, disregarding winnowing in a shallow marine environment,

that the sediments were transported moderate distances.

Textures, sedimentary structures, and general lithologies of

the Precambrian units suggest that they were deposited on a delta

complex, being partly marine and partly non-marine. The clean,

texturally mature, uniform subarkose of Unit 1 was apparently

deposited in a shallow, nearshore environment where the finer-

grained sediments were removed by winnowing. The orthoquartzite

of Unit 3 indicates essentially the same type of environment, but the

texturally and mineralogically more mature sands were deposited

in a relatively less stable environment, indicated by the presence

of the interbedded argillites and the local conglomerate. The appar-

ent tabular shape of Units 1 and 2 would suggest extensive beach or

delta fringe deposits (Visher, 1965, p. 51).

Unit 2 argillite was deposited in an environment which was not
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strictly marine, as suggested by the ubiquitous occurrence of desic-

cation mudcracks. Kaolinite may also indicate a non-marine environ-

ment (Pettijohn, 1957, p. 137), Lamination, mudcracks, and ripple

marks, as well as the interbedded subarkoses, suggest deposition on

a tidal flat or possibly a bay or extensive lagoon. Characteristics

of bays and lagoons, such as plant remains, oysters, and organically

reworked strata, would not serve as criteria in the Precambrian as

they do during later periods.

More detailed stratigraphic and sedimentologic studies of the

Belt Supergroup in southwestern Montana need t 0 be done before

definite interpretations of depositional environments can be made.

Hasmark Formation

Emmons and Calkins (1913) applied the name Hasmark Forma-

tion to a section of light gray magnesian limestones and minor calcar-

eous shales exposed near Hasmark, Montana. The thickness of the

strata at the type section is approximately 1, 000 feet.

In the thesis area, the Hasmark Formation consists of sandy

dolomite, with thin, green shale near the base and a thin dolomitic

sandstone lens near the top of the formation. The Devonian Jefferson

Formation disconformably(?) overlies the Hasmark Formation.
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Distribution and Topographic Expression

The Hasmark is exposed along the northwest flank of the

Argenta Anticline, except where it is locally removed by faulting.

On the southeast flank of the anticline, the formation has been faulted

out north of Argenta Spring. The green shale and the dolomitic

sandstone lens are only locally present immediately north of French

Creek. A "slice" (Billings, 1954, p. 150) of the Hasmark has been

brought up along the Kelly Thrust and is exposed in SW*, sec. 16,

and NW-, sec. 21, T. 65., R. 11W.

On steep hills and slopes, the Hasmark dolomite locally crops

out in cliffs and ledges, producing good exposures. The exposures

are commonly fair to poor due to cover by slope debris.

T34rl.-r

Approximately 800 feet of the Hasmark Formation are exposed

in the thesis area. The total thickness however, is unknown because

the basal p a r t of t h e formation are not exposed due to faulting.

Lithology

The colors of the thin- to very thick-bedded sandy dolomite

range from very light gray (N8) to medium dark gray (N4), and

from grayish orange (1OYR 7/4) to light brownish gray (5Y 6/1) on
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fresh surfaces. The colors of the weathered surfaces range from

light gray (N7), grayish orange (1OYR 7/4), and pale red (10R 6/2),

to pale yellowish brown (1OYR 6/2). Pale yellowish brown (10YR 6/2)

spots are locally common on weathered surfaces. Chert nodules and

"chert mottles" (Fig. 3) are commonly yellowish gray (5Y 8/l)to

medium dark gray (N4) on both fresh and weathered surfaces.

The "chert mottles" are analogous to mottled dolomite (Beales,

1953, p. 2281-2293), in that the mottled appearance is produced by

the differential erosion of dolomite and an anastomosing network of

secondary chert. The "chert mottles" occur in ten feet of strata in

the upper part of the formation. Discoidal chert nodules, lying

parallel to the bedding, range in size from 2. 5 to 45 cm. long and

1 to 10 cm. thick, and are relatively uncommon. Fine to very

coarse quartz sand scattered throughout the dolomites give weathered

surfaces a rough, gritty appearance.

Microscopically, the sandy dolomite consists of fine- to medi-

urn-crystalline (Folk, 1965, p. 151), anhedral to euhedral, inter-

locking dolomite grains, which commonly have dark central parts

and clear peripheries. The detrital quartz grains are partially re-

placed by dolomite, as indicated by very irregular, sutured contacts

between the two minerals. Authigenic, clear silica overgrowths en-

compass a few of the detrital quartz grains, The authigenic silica

has grown around dolomite, which has partially replaced detrital
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Figure 3. tiChert mottling" in Hasmark Formation
dolomite. Note the differential weather-
ing between the dolomite and the anasto-
mosing network of chert. The chert-
mottled strata occur in NE , sec. 12,
T. 6 S., R. 11 W.
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quartz, and shares smooth contacts with both (see Fig. 4). Minor

constituents, in addition to the detrital quartz, include subrounded

magnetite grains, partially oxidized to hematite, and a brown organ-

ic(?) substance. Ghost-like patterns of replaced detrital grains such

as oolites and fossils are common. The shadowy patterns (Fig. 5)

generally consist of round to oval concentrations of dark gray to

black, very finely crystalline, anhedral dolomite. The dark gray

to black patches may be carbonaceous matter.

1
Dolomite grains

Detrital quartz grain

IAuthigenic silica overgrowth

Figure 4. Sketch of the relationship between detrital quartz grains, secondary
dolomite, and authigenic silica overgrowth. Note the smooth con-
tacts between the dolomite grains and the authigenic silica, in con-
ts'ast to the irregular, sutured contacts between the detrital quartz
and the dolomite.

The shadowy patterns are selectively replaced by chert, corn-

monly replacing the central portions first. Chert also fills secondary

pores or cavities lined by drusy dolomite euhedra (Fig. 6). As seen

in Figure 6, the contacts between the dolomite and chert are smooth

and the growth lamellae of the chert are undisturbed. Chert veinlets

commonly transect the dolomite and the contacts between the two are
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Figure 5A. Hasmark Formation. Dolomite with
replacement "ghosts" (dark areas) of
oolites(?) or fossils(?).P 0125mm

Figure 5 B. Hasmark Formation. Dolomite with
replacement "ghosts" (dark areas) of
a fossil(?). 0 O25mm
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Figure 6 A. Hasmark Formation. Dolomite with
secondary drusy cavity filled with
chert. O25mm

-. :
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Figure 6 B. Close-up view of the above; drusy
dolomite projecting in cavity filled
by chert after dolomite growth. Note
rude hexagonal growth lamellae of
the chert. 9 l6mm
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irregular, indicating that the chert replaced the dolomite. The

brown, organic(?) substance occurs in local patches between dolom-

ite grains. Porosity of the dolomite is very low.

The dolomite is considered to be a product of post-depositional

replacement of limestone. Evidence of dolomitization includes:

(1) the predominance of subhedral to euhedral, interlocking, dom-

inantly medium-crystalline grains, (2) drusy dolomite euhedra pro-

jecting into cavities (3) the general absence of stratification, and

(4) the abundance of regular ghost-like patterns of replaced detrital

grains such as oolites and fossils.

Paragenesis of these rocks progressed as follows:

accumulation of limy detritus, oolites, and detrital quartz

dolomitization of limestone (secondary porosity)

organic substance in pores (introduced or original (?))

silicification of dolomite and infilling of cavities by chert

The shale near the base of the formation occurs only as float

locally found on the side of hi1ls The float is greenish gray (5GY 6/1)

on fresh surfaces, which weather to grayish yellow-green (5GY 7/2).

The fissile shale is thinly laminated and the laminae are irregular

and undulose. Grain size of the shale ranges from clay to silt and

the particles are moderately to poorly sorted.
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A thin- to thick-bedded, dolomitic sandstone lens occurs

approximately 50 feet below the top of the formation. The color

of the sandstone is moderate red (5R 5/4) on fresh surfaces, which

weathers tolIght red (5R 6/6). The strata, approximately 20 feet

thick, were traced laterally for 150 feet but cover prevented further

delineation. Internally cross -laminated, the moderately well- sorted

strata are composed of subrounded, very fine to fine quartz grains

that are cemented by dolomite. Very small dolomite-replaced,

pebble-sized limeclasts occur near the base of the lens. Typical

Hasmark dolomites overlie the sandstone lens.

Age and Correlation

No fossils, except the unidentifiable ghost-like replacement

features, were found in the Hasmark Formation. The dolomite,

including the minor shale and the sandstone lens, is assigned to the

Hasmark Formation, based on its stratigraphic position above the

Precambrian unit, and on lithologic similarity to the Hasmark

Formation described by Emmons and Calkins (1913, p. 11) in the

Philipsburg quadrangle, and by Hanson (1952, p. 18) on Grasshopper

Creek, 12 miles south of the thesis area. The green shale which

occurs locally near the base of the formation may correlate with

the Cambrian Silver Hill Shale, which underlies the Hasmark in the

Philipsburg quadrangle (Emmons and Calkins, 1913).
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The Hasmark Formation of western Montana is considered by

Hanson (1952, p. 17) to correlate with the Meagher, Park and Pilgrim

Formations of south-central Montana. A Late Cambrian age has

been assigned to the Hasmark Formation (Lochman and Duncan,

1944, P. 34) based on detailed paleontological evidence.

Origin and Depositional Environment

Deposition of the shale probably occurred in relatively quiet

marine waters. Lack of coarse detrital particles indicate s

low relief in the source area, or that the basin was sheltered from

coarse material by submarine high areas, or that a great distance

separated the source area from the basin of deposition.

The sandy dolomite accumulated as primary limestone in a

relatively high-energy, probably littoral or shallow sublittoral envi-

ronment. Relatively coarse-grained detrital quartz and magnetite,

oolites, and/or bioclastic material, as well as the sandstone lens,

indicate a shallow, marine environment.

The shape of the sandstone lens, which could not be determined

due to faulting and cover, is essential in the determination of its

environment of deposition. Its occurrence within very shallow marine

strata, as well as the presence of cross-laminated, moderately well-

sorted, clean sand strongly suggest a littoral or relatively high-

energy environment.
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Analyses of the cross -lamination, after correction for rota-

tion, indicate current directions flowing from southeast to northwest.

Thus, the dip of the sandstone laminae, at least at the one exposed

outcrop, was perpendicular to the ancient shoreline of the geosyncline

in western Montana (Sloss, 1950, p. 432).

Jefferson Dolomite

In the Three Forks area, Montana, Peale (1893, p. 2 7-29)

named a thick sequence of dolomites and limestones the Jefferson

Dolomite. Sugary dolomite with a fetid odor and dark color is char-

acteristic of the strata in the area.

The Devonian Jefferson Dolomite in the thesis area consists of

two distinct members, which were mapped together due to commonly

poor exposures. Dark gray, sandy cblomites typify the lower mem-

ber, while the upper member is composed of an intraenvironmental

limestone breccia. The contact with the overlying Devonian Three

Forks Formation is covered, but apparently conformable.

Distribution and Topographic Expression

The Jefferson dolomite and breccia form discontinuous out-

crops along the northwest flank of the Argenta Anticline, except

where they are locally removed by faulting. On the southeast limb

of the anticline, they are present along Stapleton Gulch and
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northeastward to NE, sec. 8, T. 6 S., R. 10 W., where they

have been faulted out.

The lower sandy dolomite member crops out in discontinuous,

fairly well-exposed ledges and cliffs. Less resistant than the sandy

dolomite, the upper limestone breccia generally forms subdued and

covered slopes.

T1-r ,c

The total thickness of the two Jefferson members is approxi-

mately 600 feet, with the upper breccia constituting about 100 feet

of the total.

Lithology

Lower Sandy Dolomite Member. This member is commonly

dark gray (N3) to brownish gray (5YR 4/1) on both fresh and weath-

ered surfaces. The color and fetid odor of the dolomite is caused

by minute interstitial particles of carbonaceous matter, which form

an insoluble residue when the rock is treated with dilute hydrochloric

acid. The insoluble residue was not oxidized by treatment with 30

percent hydrogen peroxide at 100° C. The thin- to thick-bedded

strata are rarely cross-laminated. Discoidal chert nodules, on-

ented parallel to the bedding planes, are generally brownish gray

(5YR 4/i). In strata that contain little or no detrital quartz, very
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light gray (N8) oblong replacement "ghosts" of fossils are ubiquitous.

The loosely-packed tubes are about 12 mm. long and 2 mm. wide.

Robinson (1963, p. 26, 27) refers to Jefferson dolomites containing

these features as "spaghetti beds". Helen Duncan identified the

tubes as dendroid stromatoporoids of the genus Amphiphora

(Robinson, 1963, p. 26-2 7). Many of the tubes have irregular

outlines as seen in Figure 7.

Medium- to coarse-crystalline, anhedral to euhedral, inter-

locking dolomite grains make up most of the rock, with subordinate

amounts of medium- to coarse-.grained quartz, magnetite, and a

brown, organic(?) substance. The euhedral and subhedral dolomite

grains have well-defined overgrowths, with inclusion-clouded central

portions and clear peripheries. Chert veinlets transect dolomite

grains and clearly replace the dolomite. Fibrous patches and occa-

sional spherulites of anhydrite are rarely encountered interstitial

to the dolomite, Very rarely does the anhydrite occur along the

contact between the dolomite and chert in the chert veinlets.

Evidence of post-depositional dolomitization of limestone

includes: (1) the preponderance of subhedral to euhedral, inter-

locking dolomite grains, (2) cavities lined by drusy dolomite euhedra,

(3) euhedral dolomite grains transecting detrital quartz grains, and

(4) dolomite "ghosts" of completely replaced fossil fragments.

Following dolomitization, silicification of the dolomites took
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Figure 7. Jefferson Dolomite. Side of
longitudinal section of tube-
like, dendroid stromatoporoid
Amphiphora replacement '1ghost'
from "spaghetti beds". Lighter-
colored dolomite is the "ghost"
feature. 9

0.25mm
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place. Evidence is given by: (1) chert veinlets that transect and

replace dolomite grains, and (2) chert-filled cavities. The brown,

organic(?) substance occurs most commonly in close association

with the ghost-like features. Porosity of the dolomite is very low.

Upper Intraenvironmental Limestone Breccia. The color of

the massive limestone breccia is generally medium dark gray (N4)

on fresh surfaces, which weather to medium gray (N5) and very

pale orange (1OYR 8/2). The orange color is caused by the oxida-

tion of magnetite to hematite, which is present as cement.

The randomly oriented, angular to subangular, micrite lime-

clasts which make up the breccia range in size from 0. 25 mm. to

4 cm. and generally contain white, calcite-filled fractures. Ap-

proximately 15 percent of the breccia is sparry calcite cement with

locally occurring vugs. Magnetite, partially oxidized to hematite,

is very rare. The breccia is moderately porous owing to the vugs

and the incompletely filled fractures in the matrix.

Age and Correlation

According to Robinson's (1963, p. 27) communication with

Helen Duncan, the presence of Amphiphora such as those found in

the "spaghetti beds' in the thesis area, permits but does not dictate

a Late Devonian age for the Jefferson Dolomite. Dolomitization has

nearly obliterated fossils in the formation. Bioclastic material
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seen in thin sections resembles brachipod shells, and a few horn

corals were found in outcrops but could not be identified specifically.

The dolomite and limestone breccia are assigned to the Jeffer-

son Dolomite on the basis of their stratigraphic position above the

Hasmark Formation, and on lithologies very similar to those de-

scribed by Peale (1893, p. 27-29) and Robinson (1963, p. 26-29)

in the Three Forks quadrangle, Montana.

A Late Devonian age is assigned to the Jefferson (Cooper and

others, 1942; Sloss and Laird, 1947). The presence of Amphiphora

in the strata agrees with a Late Devonian age.

Origin and Depositional Environment

The sandy dolomite of the lower member was originally a

sandy limestone which accumulated in an environment similar to

that of the primary lime stones of the Hasmark Formation, i. e.

in a relatively high-energy, probably littoral, marine environment.

The presence of medium- to coarse-grained quartz and magnetite,

bioclastic debris, and internal cross-lamination favor a high-energy

environment. The original limestone may well have been a calcaren-

ite, at least in part. Cross-lamination, partly obliterated by

dolomitization, indicates that the sediments were influenced by

current action. The occurrence of stromatoporoid fossils also

suggests a shallow marine environment (Twenhofel, 1953, p. lii).



The intraenvironmental limestone breccia suggests accumula-

tion of micrite in a quiet marine environment, probably nearshore,

that was receiving little or no terrigenous sediments. Shoaling and

temporary subaqueous exposure of the lime mud deposits produced

a desiccation breccia (Pettijohn, 1957, p. 277). The angular to

subangular micrite breccia was redeposited within the same envi-

ronment with little or no transport; otherwise, the limeclasts would

be rounded. The breccia was probably redeposited in situ by flooding

of the area of temporary shoaling, accounting for the significant

amount of pure sparite cement.

Three Forks Formation

The term Three Forks Shale was originally applied (Peale,

1893, p. 29-32) to a varied sequence of shales and limestones ex-

posed in the Three Forks area, Montana.

The Devonian Three Forks Formation in the thesis area is

composed of poorly exposed calcareous siltstone, with interbedded

shale, mudstone, and argillaceous micrite. The Mississippian

Lodgepole Formation conformably overlies the Three Forks in the

thesis area (Fig. 8).

Distribution and Topographic Expression

The Three Forks Formation is present along the southeast
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Figure 8. Three Forks Formation siltstone overlain
by Lodgepole Fomation micrite, occurring
in roadcut in NEL sec. Z2, T. 6 S., R.
11W.
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flank of the Argenta Anticline, except whe"e it is faulted out north

of sec. 8, T. 6 S., R. 10 W. On the northwest flank, the formation

has been removed by faulting north of NFl, sec. 22, R. 11 W.

Except for outcrops in roadcuts, the formation is very poorly

exposed in the area. The formation was mapped on the basis of

float and topographic expression. Between the resistant Jefferson

Dolomite and the Lodgepole Formation, the Three Forks generally

forms a very subdued topography.

Thickness

An approximate thickness of 3 50-400 feet is noted for the

Three Forks, but poor exposures prevent a more accurate deter-

mination.

Lithology

The colors of the siltstone are commonly very pale orange

(1OYR 8/2) on fresh surfaces, and dark yellowish orange (1OYR 6/6)

on weathered surfaces. The moderately well-sorted, internally

laminated, very thin-bedded siltstone is well indurated by calcareous

cement. Only quartz and magnetite are visible by hand-lens inspec-

tion.

The shale is very pale orange (1OYR 8/2) to light olive gray

(5Y 6/1) on both fresh and weathered surfaces. The mudstone is
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pale red (1OR 6/2) to moderate red (5R 5/4') on both fresh and

weathered surfaces. The shale and mudstone consist of poorly

sorted, clay- to silt-size particles arranged in laminated strata.

A flat mudchip 2 cm. long and 2 mm. thick was encountered in the

red mudstone. Parting in the shale and mudstone is fissile and

blocky, respectively.

The argillaceous mic rite is medium light gray (N6) on fresh

surfaces, and light olive gray (5Y 6/1) on weathered surfaces.

Occurring as very thin-bedded strata, the dense, argillaceous

micrite locally contains flat shell fragments lying parallel to the

planes of stratification. Porosity of the micrite is very low.

Lack of sufficient information for the Three Forks Formation

prevents discussion of the origin and depositional environment. A

nearshore marine environment was the most likely site of deposi-

tion.

Age and Correlation

No identifiable fossils were encountered in the Three Forks

Formation. Assignment of the siltstone, shale, mudstone, and

argillaceous micrite to the Three Forks Formation is based on

their stratigraphic position above the Jefferson Dolomite. The lim-

ited lithologies encountered are very similar to those described by

Peale (1893, p. 30) near Three Forks, Montana.
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A Late Devonian age for the Three Forks Formation is based

on paleontological evidence (Peale, 1893, p. 30-32; Holland, 1952,

p. 1704-1.790). The yellow Sappington Sandstone Member at the top

of the Three Forks contains Early Mississippian fossils near Three

Forks, Montana (Holland, 1952). Farther south in western Wyoming,

Sando (1967, p. 533-537) reports no Sappington Sandstone Member

in the Darby Formation, a Lorrelative of the Three Forks Forma-

tion, indicating that the sandstone member may be absent in the

thesis area also. No fossils were found in the siltstone in contact

with the Lodgepole; thus, the writer assigns the siltstone to the

Three Forks Formation.

Madison Grou

The Mississippian Madison limestone was first named by

Peale (1893, p. 33), who divided the formation into three members,

the Laminated limestones, Massive limestones, and Jaspery lime -

stones, in ascending order. Collier and Cathcart (1922, p. 173)

raised the formation to group status, and divided it into a lower

Lodgepole Formation and an upper Mission Canyon Formation.

Sloss and Hamblin (1942, p. 313) designated a type section of the

Madison Group at Logan, Montana, 70 miles northeast of the thesis

area.
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Lodgepole Formation

The Lodgepole Formation consists of fossiliferous micrite

and dismicrite, commonly with calcareous shale partings. The

Lodgepole is disconformable with the overlying Mission Canyon

Limestone.

Distribution and Topographic Expression. Nearly continuous

outcrops are formed by the Lodgepole on the southeast limb of the

Argenta Anticline. On the northwest limb of the anticline, it forms

very discontinuous outcrops owing to faulting.

Steep, rounded ridges and hills, with fair outcrops, are

typical of the Lodgepole. Slope debris generally covers the forrna-

tion on more gentle topography.

Thickness. The approximate thickness of the Lodgepole For-

mation is 900 feet.

Lithology. The thin-bedded, fossiliferous micrite and dis-

micrite are generally medium dark gray (N4) to grayish black (N2)

on fresh surfaces, and medium gray (N5) to dark gray (N3) when

weathered. White (N9) calcite veins and patches are typical features.

The fissile, calcareous shale partings are dusky yellowish-brown

(1OYR 2/2) when fresh and weathered. Medium dark gray (N4)

chert nodules rarely occur in the strata, but when present, they

invariably have the long dimension of their discoid shape oriented
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parallel to the bedding. The dismic rite, which is more fossilifer-

ous than the micrite, is confined to the upper part of the formation.

The uniform thickness of the thin-bedded strata is striking; how-

ever, the stratification planes are generally undulatory.

Microscopically, the rocks are composed dominantly of

micrite, with subordinate amounts of silt-size bioclastic material

and gastropods. The dismicrite differs from the micrite only by

an increased abundance of fossils and the occurrence of "eyes" of

sparry calcite, which classify the rocks as dismicrite (Folk, 1965,

p. 147). An "eye" or "open-space structure" (Wolf, 1965, p. 200),

as seen in Figure 9, is a sparry calcite-filled void. Evidence that

the "open-space structure" had actually been an open space is seen

in the progressive increase of grain size towards the center of the

structure (Wolf, p. 202). The "eyes" average 0.25 mm. in diame-

ter and rarely reach 1 mm. Recrystallized gastropod shells, locally

replaced by chert, are commonly associated with the dismicrite.

Various hypotheses on the origin of the dismic rites include:

(1) disturbance by boring organisms, (2) soft-sediment deformation,

and (3) voids due to decomposition of soft algal tissue (Wolf, 1965,

p. 202). Folk (1965, p. 147) presented the first two hypotheses.

Recrystallized gastropod shells, rarely replaced by chert, are

commonly associated with the dismicrite.

Age and Correlation. In comparison to the overlying Mission
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Figure 9. Lodgepole Formation. Dismicrite in
the Lodgepole; "open-space structure"
or dismicrite (light area) surrounded
by mic rite (dark area). Note increase
of crystal size of clear sparry calcite
towards the center of the structure.

0 0. 25mm
I I
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Canyon Limestone, the Lodgepole is only sparsely fossiliferous.

Poorly-preserved brachiopods, gastropods, and occasional tetra-

corals, crinoid ossicles, and Syringopora-like coral colonies were

found locally throughout the formation. Owing to their stratigraphic

position above the Three Forks Formation and to their lithologic

similarity with the strata at Logan, Montana (Sloss and Hamblin,

1942), the fossiliferous micrite and dismicrite are correlated

with the Lodgepole Formation.

The Lodgepole Formation is considered by Lauden and Sverson

(1953, p. 505-507) to be Early Mississippian (Kinderhookian) in age,

although Osagian(?) fossils have been reported by Sloss and Hamblin

(1942, p. 321).

Origin and Depositional Environment. The lithologies and

marine fauna of the Lodgepole indicate deposition in a sublittoral,

marine environment on a relatively unstable shell. The uniform

beds of micrite, with fossils, very fine bioclastic debris, and shale

interbeds suggest that oscillations of sea level may have occurred.

Mission Canyon Limestone

The Mission Canyon is composed of biosparmicrite calcaren-

ite, generally with chert nodules and beds. Although the contact

between the Mission Canyon and the overlying Amsden Formation

i s not exposed, it is generally considered to be a disconformity
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(Robinson, 1963, P. 10).

Distribution and Topographic Expression. The Mission Canyon

forms discontinuous outcrops on the southeast and northwest flanks

of the Argenta Anticline and Red Butte Syncline (P1. 1). Small,

discontinuous exposures of the Mission Canyon, locally disrupted

by an igneous intrusion, crop out in the core of the Dutchman Moun-

tam Anticline (P1. 1).

The calcarenite generally forms steep, rounded hills with

local ledges and bluffs where the strata dip steeply. Less inclined

beds typically produce low, rolling hills that are generally covered

with debris. The best outcrops occur where ledges have developed.

Thickness. In the area studied, the Mission Canyon is approx-

imately 1, 700 feet thick.

Lithology. The formation is a fairly uniform unit of thick- to

very thick-bedded, biosparmicrite calcarenite. Colors of fresh

surfaces range from medium dark gray (N4) to light gray (N7), with

the lighter colors dominant. Weathered surfaces are medium gray

(N5) to very light gray (N8). Chert nodules and beds are ubiquitous

in the strata and are light brown (5YR 6/4) and light olive gray

(5Y 6/1) to grayish olive (1OY 4/2) on both fresh and weathered

surfaces. Large, massive, irregular jasperoid bodies are rarely

encountered near the top of the formation in the western part of the

area. Colors of the jasperoid masses range from very pale orange
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(1OYR 8/2) to dark reddish-brown (1OR 3/4) when fresh, and pale

yellowish-orange (10YR 8/6) to dusky red (5R 3/4) when weathered.

Locally, chert beds impart a thin-bedded appearance to the thick-

to very thick-bedded strata. In hand specimen, the bioclastic

debris that makes up the largest proportion of the calcarenites

is randomly oriented.

Microscopically, the poorly sorted framework constituents

of the calcarenites include crinoid ossicles with minor amounts of

interstitial tetracoral, bryozoan, and brachiopod fragments; all of

the constituents range from 0. 05 mm. to 1 mm. in diameter. None

of the framework material appears to be abraded. Sparite cement

and micrite matrix are interstitial and subordinate to the framework

material. Calcite overgrowths, in optical continuity with the crinoid

ossicles, are common. The calcarenite generally has iow porosity.

Microscopic analysis of a chert layer 3 mm. thick revealed

that chert has preferentially replaced calcite in the more fossiliferous

layer, as indicated by "ghosts" of replaced bioclastic debris. The

more fossiliferous strata were probably more permeable, and the

organic material produced a lower pH, localizing the precipitation

of silica from solution (Newell, 1 953, p. 178).

Fauna and Correlation. The following fossils were identified

by the writer from the Mission Canyon Limestone:
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Fenestrellina sp.

Spirifer sp. (2 species)

Syringopora sp.

Linoproductus sp.

Poor preservation prevented more specific identification. Other

brachiopods, bryozoans, tetracorals, and crinoids are present but

were not specifically identified.

Correlation is based on stratigraphic position between typical

Lodgepole and Amsden lithologies, and on lithologic similarity to

strata described by Sloss and Hamblin (1942, p. 317) near Logan,

Montana, and by Scholten and others (1955, p. 345.-404) near Lima,

Montana.

The Mission Canyon Limestone is considered to be of Early

to Late Mississippian age, based on Kinderhookian, Osagian, and

Meramecian fossils reported by Sloss and Hamblin (1942, p. 311),

and by Sando and Dutro (1960, p. 122).

Depositional Environment. The uniform nature of the marine

Mission Canyon calcarenite indicates deposition in a sublittoral envi-

ronment under relatively stable conditions, as indicated by the uni-

formly thick strata. The poorly sorted, essentially unabraded

bioclastic debris of benthonic organisms apparently accumulated in

the same environment in which the organisms lived. Current action

was persistent enough to winnow most of the micrite that may have
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formed, and the interstices were filled with directly-precipitated

sparry calcite.

Amsden Formation

Darton (1904) named the Amsden Formation for a sequence of

red shales and limestones with cherty and sandy members that are

well exposed along the Amsden Branch of the Tongue River west of

Dayton, Wyoming.

In the thesis area, the Mississippian-Pennsylvanian Amsden

Formation comprises two members that were mapped together. The

lower member consists of calcareous subarkoses and siltstones.

Biomicrite and biopelsparite calcarenite comprises the upper mern-

ber. The Pennsylvanian Quadrant Formation conformably(?) over-

lies the Amsden Formation.

Distribution and Topographic Expression

The Amsden Formation forms discontinuous outcrops on the

southeast flank and nose of the Red Butte Syncline. A small exposure

of the formation is present in NE*, sec. 3, T. 6 S. , R. 11 W., in

the footwall of the Kelly Thrust. On the southeast flank of the Argenta

and Dutchman Mountain Anticlines, the Amsden members form dis-

continuous outcrops, locally disrupted by an igneous intrusion.

Poor exposures of the formation are typical, but the upper
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The best exposure of both Amsden members is in S, sec. 10,

T. 6S., R. 11W.

T1- c'lri

The total thickness of the Amsden is approximately 300 feet,

with the lower member comprising about 120 feet.

Lithology

Lower Member. The lower member consists of dominantly

calcareous subarkose, which grades upward into calcareous silt-

stone.
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The basal thin-bedded subarkose is pale red (5R 6/2) on fresh

surfaces and pale red (1OR 6/2) when weathered. The uniform strata

rarely have internal cross-lamination which generally occurs in

sets about 10 cm. thick. Major framework constituents are quartz,

detrital chert, microcline, and orthoclase; minor constituents in-

dude micrite limeclasts, magnetite, chlorite, pyrite, zircon,

rutile, and tourmaline. The very fine- to fine-grained, subangular

to subrounded, moderately well-sorted grains are cemented by

calcite, which makes up approximately 20 percent of th rock. The

red colors result from oxidation of magnetite to hematite. Lamina-

tion of the strata is due to subtle grain-size changes with associated
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concentrations of magnetite Calcite cement has partially replaced

the quartz and chert grains. Microcline and orthoclase occur as

both fresh and weathered grains. Porosity of the sandstone is very

low.

The very thin-bedded siltstone is grayish red (lOR 4/2), pale

red (1OR 6/2), grayish orange pink (1OR 8/2), to moderate orange-

pink (5YR 8/4) and pinkish gray (5YR 8/1) on both fresh and weath-

ered surfaces. The subangular, silt-size, fairly well-sorted grains

consist of quartz, mica, feldspar, and magnetite, cemented by

calcite. Internal cross-lamination is rare on the iron-oxide stained

strata.

Upper Member. The interbedded biomicrite and biopelsparite

calcarenite that constitute the upper member conformably overlie

the lower member.

The thin-bedded biomicrite is typically dark gray (N3) when

fresh and medium dark gray (N4) when weathered. Chert nodules

and beds are commonly encountered throughout the member. The

dominantly micritic rocks contain subordinate amounts of complete

brachiopod shells and bioclastic debris, which have their long, flat

dimensions oriented parallel to the bedding. The dense mic rite has

very low porosity.

The biopeisparite calcarenite is thin-bedded to locally thick-

bedded, and its color ranges from medium dark gray (N4) to light
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gray (N7) on both fresh and weathered surfaces. Stratification

planes are commonly undulose. Microscopically, the poorly sorted

framework of the calcarenite consists of gastropods, crinoid ossicles,

bioclastic debris, and micrite pellets, all of which range in size

from 0. 06 to 1 mm. in size. Abundant sparjte cement fills the

interstices, with minor amounts of mic rite matrix. Sparry calcite

overgrowths occur locally on crinoid ossicles and are in optical

continuity with the ossicles. Some of the structureless micrite

pellets have sparry calcite cores; thus, these particular pellets

have been partially replaced by sparry calcite, or they are super-

ficial oolites. Superficial oolites (Carozzi, 1960, p. 238-239) con-

sist of detrital grains with only one, and sometimes two, very thin,

concentric, superficial layers of calcite surrounding them.

Fauna and Correlation

The following fauna from the Amsden was identified by the

writer:

Spirifer sp.

Syringopora sp.

Poorly preserved fauna that were not specifically identified are

tetracorals, bryozoans, crinoids, brachiopods, and gastropods.

Correlation with the Amsden Formation is based on strati-

graphic position between the Mission Canyon Limestone and the
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Quadrant Formation, and on lithologies similar to those described

in the Three Forks area, Montana (Robinson, 1963, P. 4 7-49), and

near Lima, Montana (Scholten and others, 1955, p. 345-404).

The Amsden Formation in central Montana was considered to

be middle to late Chesteran in age (Scott, 1935, p. 1023), but Berry

(1943, p. 19) and Gardner (1946, p. 7) reported Early Pennsylvanian

fossils in the upper part of the Amsden. The age of the Amsden

Formation is here considered to be Late Mississippian to Early

Pennsylvanian, evidently spanning the time boundary.

Origin and Depositional Environment

The clastic sediments of the lower member were apparently

derived from acid igneous rocks or possibly low-grade granite

gneisses (Pettijohn, 1957, p. 515), as indicated by the presence

of quartz, alkali, feldspars, plagioclase, chlorite, magnetite,

tourrnaline, rutile, and zircon. Detrital grains derived from pre-

existing Paleozoic and Belt sediments include chert grains, micrite

limeclasts, and pyrite. The tourmaline, magnetite, quartz, rutile,

and zircon may also be second-cycle detritus. Orthoclase and mi-

crocline, occurring as both fresh and weathered grains, indicate a

relatively humid climate and rugged topography in the source area

(Folk, 1965, p. 85).

The moderately well-sorted, generally subrounded, mature
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sandstone and siltstone of the lower member suggest deposition in

a nearshore, shallow marine environment, probably very shallow

sublittoral. The transition from the very shallow marine sandstone

and siltstone of the lower member to the micrite and calcarenite

of the upper member indicate one or a combination of the following:

(1) the seas were transgressive in the area, (2) the area was sepa-

rated from the source area by greater distances, or (3) the source

area was reduced to very low relief. Robinson (1963, p. 49) believed

the Amsden seas to be transgressive.

The interbedded biomicrite and calcarenite indicate deposition

in a sublittoral marine environment. Variable water depth or the

presence or absence of currents, or both, may account for the oc-

currence of micrite and calcarenite, which indicate relatively quiet

water and water with current action, respectively.

Quadrant Formation

The name Quadrant Formation was first applied by Peale

(1893) to a series of cherty and red limestones capped by quartzite,

northeast of Three Forks, Montana.

Iddings and Weed (1899) named Quadrant Mountain in northwest

Yellowstone National Park for its well-exposed section of the Quad-

rant Formation and named the mountain as the type locality.

Thompson and Scott (1941) redefined the Quadrant at the type
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locality on the basis of fusilinids, and measured a total thickness

of 280 feet of sandstone, limestone, and calcareous quartzite.

In the area studied, the Pennsylvanian Quadrant Formation

consists of a uniform sequence of subarkose that is conformably(?)

overlain by the Phosphoria Formation.

Distribution and Topographic Expression

The sandstone forms steep, nearly continuous ridges on both

limbs of the Red Butte Syncline and the Dutchman Mountain Anticline.

On the southeast flank of the Argenta Anticline, a discontinuous ser-

ies of iow, round hills, such as Quartz Hill, are capped by the Quad-

rant.

Steep, rounded ridges and hills formed by the Quadrant have

locally developed cliffs and ledges, which offer the best exposures.

Angular sandstone debris commonly covers the outcrops.

TT--

The thickness of the Quadrant is relatively uniform within the

thesis area, comprising approximately 1, 600 feet.

Lithology

The lithologically uniform subarkose has a wide variety of

colors, ranging from grayish red (1OYR 4/2), grayish orange
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(1OYR 7/4), moderate yellowish-brown (1OYR 5/4), and light olive

gray (5YR 6/1), to light gray (N7) on fresh surfaces; weathering pro-

duces only very slight differences. Films of hematite dust on the

detrital grains produce, in part, the various red and brown colors.

The thick- to very thick-bedded strata are generally cross-laminated

internally and rarely parallel-laminated. Changes in grain size,

from very fine to coarse grained, determine the stratification of

the sandstone. Asymmetrical ripple marks, with wavelengths of

7 to 10 cm. and amplitudes of 2 to 4 mm., are rarely noted.

Microscopically, the subarkose is composed dominantly of

quartz, detrital chert, and fresh and weathered orthoclase, zircon,

magnetite, and hematite are minor. The moderate to well-sorted,

subrounded grains commonly have slightly sutured grain contacts.

Quartz overgrowths and small amounts of chert cement occur inter-

stitially. Near the top of the formation, calcite cement is present

in addition to the quartz overgrowths and the chert. Fine films of

hematite dust outline the original grain boundaries. Porosity ranges

from very low to low, varying slightly with the grain size, and the

amount and type of cement.

Age and Correlation

Fossils were not encountered in the Quadrant in the thesis

area. Based on its stratigraphic position between the Phosphoria
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and Amsden Formations, the subarkose is correlated with the

Quadrant Formation, and is lithologically similar to the Quadrant

sandstone described in the Lima region, Montana (Scholten and

others, 1955).

Thompson and Scott (1941, p. 350) consider the Quadrant

Formation to be Early Pennsylvanian (Desmoinesian), based on

fusilinids found in the type section in Yellowstone National Park.

Without pale ontological evidence, the gradational(?) contact with

the Permian Phosphoria Formation in central Montana has prompted

some authors to suggest that part of the Quadrant is Late Pennsyl-

vanian (Sloss and Moritz, 1951, p. 2165; Scholten and others, 1955,

p. 366). Scott (1935, p. l019)considers the Quadrant Formation to

be the twestward extension of the Lower Pennsylvanian Tensleep

Formations' of Wyoming.

Origin and Depositional Environment

The nearly monomineralic sandstone was derived from pre-

existing sediments, indicated by the presence of detrital chert, and

from crystalline rocks, indicated by orthoclase. Rugged relief

and an extreme climate in the source area is suggested by the pres-

ence of both fresh and weathered orthoclase (Folk, 1965, p. 85).

Deposition of the uniform, texturally mature, nearly mono-

mineralic sandstones took place in a littoral or beach environment.
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Phosphoria Formation

Richards and Mansfield (1912) named the Phosphoria Forma-

tion for exposures in Phosphoria Gulch northwest of Meade Peak,

Idaho Approximately 415 feet of phosphatic shale, some limestone,

and bedded chert were described as the type locality.

In the area studied, the Permian Phosphoria Formation is

composed of four members. Member 1 consists of siltstone, and

Member 2 is phosphate-pellet sandstone and petroliferous mudstone.

Member 3 is arenaceous chert, and Member 4 is chert orthoquartz-

ite. The Phosphoria is disconformably(?) overlain by the Triassic

Dinwoody Formation.

Distribution and Topographic Expression

The Phosphoria Formation is present in the core of the Red

Butte Syncline, on both flanks of the Cave Gulch Syncline, on the

southeast flank of Dutchman Mountain Anticline, and in the core of

the anticline in sec. 35, T. 6 S., R. 10 W. A narrow outcrop of

the formation is exposed in sec. 2, T. 6 S., R. 11 W.

Topographic expression of the formation varies with the lith-

ology, with members 1 and 2 forming covered, subdued slopes be-

tween discontinuous ledges formed on members 3 and 4, and con-

tinuous Quadrant ridges. Except where it is dissected by streams,
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T hi ckne s s

The thickness of the Phosphoria ranges from approximately

400 to 450 feet. The variation in thickness is due to pinching-out

of member 2 and to thinning of member 3 in the western part of the

area. Outside of the thesis area, in NW , sec. 7, T. 6 S., R. 9 W.,

145 feet of member 3 and 28 feet of member 4 were measured (see

Appendix). In NE*, sec. 22, T. 6 S., R. 10 W., member 2 is

about 21 feet thick.

Lithology

Member 1. The siltstone of member 1 is grayish orange

(1OYR 7/4) to dark yellowish orange (1OYR 6/6) on both fresh and

weathered surfaces. The laminated to very thin-bedded siltstone,

with undulose bedding planes, consists of poorly sorted, subangular

to angular quartz, mica, magnetite, and glauconite. Calcite is the

cementing agent. The orange colors are probably the result of oxi-

dation of magnetite and glauconite.

Member 2. Member 2 comprises petroliferous mudstone

overlain by pho sphate -pellet sandstone.

The mudstone is black (Ni) when fresh, and grayish black (N2)

or dark yellowish-brown (10 YR 4/2) to yellowish gray (5Y 8/1) when
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weathered. It is very thin-bedded and is composed of clay- to silt-

size particles cemented by a black, waxy, petroliferous substance.

The very thin- to thin-bedded phosphate-pellet sandstone is

grayish black (N2) to brownish black (5YR 2/1) when fresh, and

brownish black (5YR 2/1), with bluish white (SB 9/1) spots, on

weathered surfaces. The subrounded to rounded, moderately well-

sorted collophane pellets range in size from 0. 25 to 1.25 mm., and

commonly have clay- and silt-size quartz, sericite, and fecal( ?)-

pellet inclusions (Fig. 10). Some pellets have very rude concentric

rings around them, with quartz grains and fossil debris in the core,

indicating that some of them may have grown by accretion. Minor

clayey matrix consists of quartz, sericite, and hematite, with collo-

phane cement. Collophane pellets are partially recrystallized to

aggregates of microcrystalline dahlite, which commonly occurs in

the centers of the pellets. Dahlite is rare in the matrix.

Member 3. The very thin- to thin-bedded arenaceous chert is

black (Ni) to brownish gray (5YR 4/1) on both fresh and weathered

surfaces. The strata have sharp, slightly undulose stratification

planes. Rod-shaped tubes, filled with arenaceous chert, range

from 1 to 5 cm. in diameter and are oriented perpendicular to, and

rarely cross the stratification planes. The writer believes, owing

to their size, that they may be mollusk borings.

The major allogenic framework cQnstituents are quartz, chert
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Figure 10. Phosphoria Formation. Collophane pellets
(dark) from the phosphate-pellet sandstone.
Light-colored interstitial areas devoid of
detrital matrix due to plucking during thin
section preparation. 9 0125mm
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grains, and collophane pellets, with minor amounts of detrital

glauconite, dolomite limeclasts, orthoclase, zircon, and magnetite.

The major authigenic material is microcrystalline quartz, compris-

ing approximately 45 to 50 percent of the rock. Authigenic, inter-

stitial glauconite, dahlite, and dolomite euhedral crystals and over-

growths are minor. The fine- to medium-grained particles are

fairly well-sorted and subangular to subrounded. Detrital chert

and quartz are commonly corroded, suggesting partial replace-

ment. Glauconite, occurring as both detrital grains and interstitial

cement, is partially to completely altered to limonite, and magnetite

is partially oxidized to hematite. Detrital chert is distinguished

from matrix chert by its rounded, irregular outlines, its texture,

and its brown color caused by iron-oxide inclusions. Dolomite

limeclasts, overgrowths, and crystals "float" in the chert matrix,

which has partially replaced them.

Petrologically, the arenaceous chert is considered by the

writer to have originally been an arenaceous limestone. The

detrital quartz and chert grains are corroded and irregular in

outline, indicating replacement, probably by calcite, before silici-

fication. Prior to silicification, the limestone was partially dolomi-

tized. The scattered euhedral dolomite "floating" in the chert

matrix suggests that the chert selectively replaced the calcite

and only partially replaced the dolomite. Dahlite is a secondary
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included collophane pellets. Paragenesis of the rock progressed

as follows:

Accumulation of limy and detrital grains

partsal replacement of detrital quart and chert by calcite

partial dolomitization (?) of arenaceous limestone

preferential sili elf ication of dolomite -be aning,
arenaceous limestone; oxidation of glauconite
and magnetite

partial recrystallization of collophane to dahlite

Member 4. The contact between members 3 and 4 is a dis-

conformity with approximately 5 to 10 cm. relief on the erosion

surface.

Member 4 is pale yellowish brown (1OYR 6/2) and grayish

orange (1OYR 7/4) both fresh and weathered, respectively. The

thin- to thick-bedded, locally cross-laminated strata are composed

of well-sorted, subangular to subrounded, fine- to medium-grained,

chert orthoquartzite. Cylindrical worm tubes, 1 to 3 mm. in diame-

ter, and mollusk borings, as much as 5 cm. in diameter, are com-

mon and are oriented perpendicular to the bedding. Randomly

oriented shell fragments are rarely encountered.

The major detrital constitutents include quartz, chert, and

pellets of collophane and glauconite; bioclastic debris, magnetite,
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zircon, tourmaline, and orthoclase are minor. Authigenic cement-

ing agents are quartz overgrowths, microcrystalline quartz, glaucon-

ite, and limonite. Some of the original sparry calcite cement, occur-

ring in patches, is partially replaced by the microcrystalline quartz.

Dahlite has partially replaced the included collophane pellets.

Fauna and Correlation

The only identifiable fossil found in the Phosphoria was a

broken Orbiculoidea shell, identified by the writer, from member 4.

Identification of the formation is based on its stratigraphic position

below the fossil-dated Dinwoody Formation (Silbergling, 1967, writ-

ten commun. ), and its distinctive lithologies, which are similar to

those described by Scholten and others (1955) near Lima, Montana,

and by Robinson,(l963, p. 52-53) in the Three Forks quadrangle,

Montana.

Comparison with sections given by Cressman (1955, p. 1-31)

suggests that members 1, 2, 3, and 4 are equivalent to his Members

C and D, the Tosi Chert andMember 3. respectively.

The Phosphoria Formation is considered to be Early and

Middle Permian (Wolfcampian and Leonardian) in age, based on

fusilinids found in the Three Forks vicinity (Frenzel and Mundorf,

1942, p. 675-684). Leonardian ammonites have been found in rocks

above the Rex Chert Member of the Phosphoria in Idaho and in the



Wasatch Mountains (Miller and others, 1957, p. 1057-1068).

Origin and Depositional Environment

Member 1. The siltstone of this member, derived from crys-

talline rocks, was deposited in a relatively quiet, marine environ-

ment, probably sublittoral. The absence of clay-size particles and

the moderate degree of sorting indicate some current action was

present to winnow away any finer-grained material introduced. They

may suggest a slow marine transgression of the same seas in which

the Quadrant was deposited (McKelvey and others, 1956, p. 2827-

2829).

Member 2. Deposition of the petroliferous mudstone and

phosphate-pellet sandstone occurred in a quiet, deep basin receiv-

ing mainly clay-size detritus from either a distant source area or

a source of very low relief, or possibly the basin was protected

from the landmass by a submarine ridge. The phosphate-pellet

sandstone was deposited in an area of oceanic upwelling in which

the phosphate-rich waters supported a luxuriant growth of phyto-

plankton, as well as higher forms of life, which played an important

role in concentrating the phosphate (McKelvey and others, 1956, p.

2862). The higher forms of life apparently played a dominant role

in the area studied, judging from the amount of fecal pellets. 11

the same organisms that concentrated the phosphate accumulated
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after death in an isolated basin receiving only very fine material

and having anaerobic bottom conditions, hydrocarbons could accumu-

late, as they did in the petroliferous mudstone.

Member 3. Arenaceous chert of member 3 was derived dom-

inantly from pre-existing sediments, including earlier deposits of

the Phosphoria, as is suggested by detrital chert, collophane pellets,

and dolomite limeclasts. The orthoclase, zircon, and magnetite

suggest a crystalline rock provenance.

The original arenaceous limestone accumulated in a shallow,

moderately high-energy, marine environment, pos sibly shallow

sublittoral. Indications of deposition in a shallow, sublittoral envi-

ronment are the thin-bedding and the presence of moderately well-

sorted terrigenous detritus. In shallow water, the pH of the water

would be higher than it was during deposition of member 2; thus, the

site of deposition accumulated calcium carbonate and coarse detritus.

The glauconite is probably a primary product of the same environ-

ment, i.e., it is an intraenvironmental detritus. The rnicrocrystal-

line quartz is a post-depositional replacement product of the lime-

stone. The solution of calcium carbonate and precipitation of micro-

crystalline quartz requires a lower pH than was apparently present

during deposition of the member.

Member 4. The chert orthoquartzite had essentially the same

provenance as did the arenaceous chert of member 3. However,
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ment, i. e., in a littoral environment that produced a texturally

mature sediment by wave and perhaps current action. The pres-

ence of thin-shelled Orbiculoidea and worm tubes throughout the

strata suggest that the littoral environment was one of iow wave and

current action. The sediments may owe their textural maturity to

being reworked sediments from the Phosphoria itself. The micro-

crystalline quartz is a post -depositional product that may have been

introduced to the sediments contemporaneous with silicification of

member 3.

The origin of the massive chert members of the Phosphoria

Formation is a controversial subject. Suggestions of their origin

include: (1) precipitation of silica from marine waters as a primary

gel and (2) recrystallization of siliceous organisms during diagenesis.

Krauskopf (1959, p. 8) has demonstrated that in present day

seas the concentration of dissolved silica is too low to allow direct

precipitation. He suggests that the source of the silica is from

submarine and near-shore eruptions and/or hot springs bearing

silica in solution. Cressman (1955, p. 1-31) has described siliceous

spicules and other siliceous organic material in the bedded cherts of

the Phosphoria. Bramlette (1946, p. 1-55) has attested the same

organic origin for the Monterey cherts of California.

The writer offers here another suggestion for the source of
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quartz-bearing terrigenous sediments of the Phosphoria, such as

members 3 and 4, apparently contributed significant amounts of

silica to connate waters when the included quartz and chert grains

were partially replaced by calcium carbonate. Originally, member

3 was an arenaceous limestone and member 4 was cemented by cal-

cite, and in both members the detrital quartz and chert are strongly

embayed by corrosion due to replacement by calcite. On each detrital

grain, the amount of silica replaced by calcite is equal to approxi-

mately one-fourth to one-eighth of the original grain volume and

possibly more, not knowing the original size of the grains.

Krauskopf said that in the present day seas the amount of silica

in solution is too low to allow direct precipitation. The writer does

not propose that the silica derived from the dissolution of detrital

quartz was directly precipitated, but it may have been one of the

multiple sources of silica from which organisms derived their silica.

Unlike present day conditions, the extensive deposition of carbonates

during the Paleozoic would result in more dissolution of quartz and

detrital chert than is taking place at present.

Dinwoody Formation

The Dinwoody Formation was named by Blackwelder (1918, p.

420) for rocks exposed in Dinwoody Canyon on the northeast flank of
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the Wind River Range, Wyoming. At the type locality the forma-

tion consists of approximately 250 feet of greenish gray shales with

interbedded thin, platy, calcareous sandstones.

The Triassic Dinwoody Formation in the thesis area consists

of two lithologic members that were mapped together due to poor

exposures. The lower member consists of calcareous mudstone with

interbedded siltstone. The contact with the upper member of bio-

pelsparite calcarenite and interbedded siltstone is gradational. Dis-.

conformably overlying the Dinwoody is the Jurassic Morrison Forma-

tion.

Distribution and Topographic Expre s sion

The Dinwoody is exposed in both limbs of the Cave Gulch Syn-

dine, in the southeast limb of Dutchman Mountain Anticline, in the

cores of the anticlines in sec. 12, T. 6 S., R. 10 W., and in both

flanks of the anticline in SE, sec. 26 and in sec. 35, T. 6 S. , R.

10 W.

Commonly covered, the non-resistant lower mudstone forms

subdued slopes between the resistant upper calcarenite and the

Phosphoria. The upper member forms discontinuous, low ledges

and low, rounded hills. The formation is commonly covered by

slope debris and is best exposed where it is dissected by streams.
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Thickness

An approximate thickness of 438 feet was measured by the

writer (Appendix). The lower unit makes up about 155 feet of the

total thickness, with the upper member comprising the remaining

283 feet. The thickness of the formation is relatively uniform within

the area studied.

Lithology

Lower Member. The laminated to very thin-bedded, calcare-.

ous mudstone and siltstone are brownish gray (5YR 4/1) to olive gray

(5Y 4/i) on both fresh and weathered surfaces. They are poorly

sorted, calcite cemented, and composed of quartz, mica, magnetite,

and clay minerals. Stratification is nearly planar, and the strata

are relatively uniform in thickness. Pelecypod molds are ubiquitous

in local zones, producing a fissility due to their orientation parallel

to the bedding. In the upper 20 feet of the member, very thin beds

of calcarenite are interbedded with the mudstone, producing a grada-

tional contact with the overlying member.

Upper Member. Biopelsparite calcarenites and minor caicrud-

ites of the upper member have colors ranging from light gray (N7) to

pale yellowish brown (1OYR 6/2) when fresh, and medium light gray

(N6) to moderate brown (5YR 3/4) on weathered surfaces.
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Framework constituents range from silt-size to 4 cm. in diameter,

and consist of bioclastic debris, fecal(?) pellets, and small gastro-

pods. The micrite matrix, a minor constituent, has been partly

recrystallized to sparry calcite. Abundant sparite cement is pres-

ent interstitially, and in many places it bears evidence of having

been precipitated in open cavities. Patches of medium-crystalline

sparite are commonly surrounded by fine- to very fine-crystalline

sparite. Gastropods are typically filled with sparry calcite in the

same manner, with coarser sparite in the central part of the shell

cavity. Irregular silt stringers are rarely encountered in the calcar-

enite. The calcarenite grades upward into calcareous siltstone with

which it is interbedded.

The laminated to very thin-bedded siltstones are pale yellowish-

brown (1OYR 6/2) to light brownish-gray (5YR 6/1) both fresh and

weathered. They are moderately well-sorted and consist of sub-

angular grains of quartz, feldspar, muscovite, biotite, with lesser

amounts of magnetite, sparry calcite limeclasts, shell fragments,

zircon, and tourmaline. Abundant interstitial calcite cement has

partly replaced quartz grains, which have irregular boundaries.

The sparry calcite limeclasts are rounded and surrounded by a thin

film of iron oxide. A moderate degree of compaction is indicated

by bent mica plates, and planar and indented grain contacts.
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Fauna and Correlation

A pelecypod from the lower member was identified by Silberling

(1967, written commun.) as Claraia stachei, an index fossil of the

lower Lower Triassic. Pelecypods from the upper member, which

were identified by the writer, include Myalina sp. and Lingula sp.

The small gastropods lacked sufficient morphologic detail for iden-

tifi cation.

Correlation of the two members with the Dinwoody Formation

is based on lithologic similarities with strata described by Scholten

and others (1955, p. 366) near Lima, Montana, and their strati-

graphic position above the Phosphoria Formation.

The Dinwoody Formation is assigned an Early Triassic age

based on the presence of Claraia stachei, and on ammonites of the

same age reported in southern Montana, Idaho, and eastern Wyoming

(Kummel, 1954, p. 165-194).

Origin and Depositional Environment

The clastic material in the siltstones and mudstones of this

formation were derived from crystalline rocks, probably from the

Precambrian metamorphic basement rocks as indicated by the mm-

erals present. The shell debris and the sparry calcite limeclasts

were derived from either pre-existing sediments or, more likely,
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from nearby parts of the Dinwoody itself.

The formation was deposited in a sublittoral, marine environ-

ment situated on a mildly unstable shelf. The instability of relative

sea level or the shelf itself is indicated by the almost cyclic pres-

ence of siltstones interbedded with the lower mudstones and the

upper calcarenites.

Morrison Formation

The name Morrison Formation was applied by Emmons (1896)

to beds near Morrison, Colorado which are exposed between the

Cretaceous Dakota Sandstone above and a brown and pink sandstone

of the Triassic age below. Waldschmidt and Leroy (1944) later

described a new type section for the Morrison two miles north of

Morrison, Colorado. They divided the Morrison into six units,

which are, in descending order: (1) sandstone and variegated shale,

(2) red shale, (3) gray shale and sandstone, (4) gray clay and litho-

graphic limestone, (5) gray and red shale, and (6) basal sandstone.

Total thickness of the formation in its type locality is 300 feet.

Moritz (1951, p. 1810-1813) reported nearly 400 feet of

Morrison in western Montana, consisting of interbedded sandstone

and variegated mudstone. with minor limestone.

Scholten and others (1955) described a thickness of 330 feet

of Morrison shale, siltstone, and minor "salt and pepper" sandstone.
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The Morrison Formation in the thesis area is composed of

three conformable members, which were not mapped separately.

Member 1, at the base, consists of varicolored mudstone, silt-

stone, chioritized tuff, and a tuffaceous lithic sandstone. Member 2

is composed of varicolored sandy siltstone and interbedded sub-

arkose. Member 3 comprises varicolored fossiliferous dismicrite,

mudstone, and sandy micrudite. The Morrison is distinguishable

from the overlying Cretaceous Kootenai Formation by its striking

colors and varied lithology.

Distribution and Topographic Expression

The Morrison Formation is exposed in the core of the Cave

Gulch Syncline and on the southeast limb of the Dutchman Mountain

Anticline. In Frying Pan Basin, east of Dutchman Mountain, the

formation crops out on both the northwest and southeast flanks of

three anticlines.

The formation forms low depressions between the resistant

Dinwoody Formation and the gastropod biomicrudite strata of the

Kootenai Formation, with the sandstones of member 2 forming low,

discontinuous ridges. The carbonates and sandstones are commonly

fairly well-exposed, but the less resistant mudstone is generally

covered with slope debris.
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T1i .lrric. cc

Approximately 775 feet of the Morrison Formation was meas-

ured in NE*, sec. 12, T. 6 S., R. 10 W. (Appendix).

Litholo gy

Member 1. Member 1 is composed of calcareous mudstone

and interbedded minor siltstone, a tulf layer, and a tuffaceous lithic

sandstone, which comprise the lower 210 feet of the formation.

The colors of the very thin- to thin-bedded mudstone range

from grayish green (lOGY 5/2), moderate red (5R 5/4, pale red

(1OR 6/2), and pale red purple (5RP 6/2), to grayish purple (5P 4/2)

on both fresh and weathered surfaces. The grayish green (lOGY 5/2)

mudstone commonly weathers to pale red (1OR 6/2), which may mdi-

cate an alteration of ferrous iron to ferric iron upon oxidation

(Wahlstrom, 1966, p. 731). The very thin- to thin-bedded, uniform-

ly bedded mudstone lacks internal structures, and consists of calcite

cemented, clay-size particles. Interbedded with the mudstone is

very thin-bedded, minor siltstone composed of silt-size particles

with visible quartz and magnetite. The stratification planes of the

strata are smooth and planar. The mudstone and siltstone both have

blocky, curved fractures.

An X-ray diffraction analysis of a sample from the green
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mudstone, with the calcite cement removed by treatment with ten

percent HC1 solution, indicated a dominance of quartz, with other

constituents including feldspar and kaolinite.

The chioritized vitric tuff layer, approximately five feet thick,

is greenish black (5GY 2/2) to greenish black (5G 2/1) on both fresh

and weathered surfaces. The upper and lower stratification planes

are slightly undulose. The massive stratum has no evidence of flow

structure. Microscopically, the finely crystalline tuff consists of

plagioclase laths in a glassy groundmass, with occasional corroded,

bipyramidal quartz and minor magnetite. Chlorite, the dominant

mineral present, has replaced most of the glassy groundmass. Other

secondary replacement products include calcite, zeolite, and micro-

crystalline quartz. The microcrystalline quartz occurs in irregular

patches, which are partially replaced by calcite around the pen-

pheries of the patches. Some of the zeolite, also occurring in patch-

es in the tuff that may have originally been vugs that were filled

by zeolite and microcrystalline quartz. The massive dacitic(?)

tuff breaks with a hackly fracture.

The tuffaceous lithic sandstone (Williams and others, 1954)

is grayish red purple (5RP 4/2) on fresh surfaces and pale red

purple (5RP 4/2) on weathered surfaces. The layer, approximately

three feet thick, has slightly undulose stratification planes. The

poorly sorted, subangular to rounded, fine- to coarse-grained
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The detrital clasts of reworked tuffaceous material are composed

of clay- to silt-size quartz, feldspar, magnetite, zircon, tourmaline,

and sericite. Most of the clasts are clearly detrital as suggested

by their subangular to subrounded outlines. Some of the clasts have

concentric bands around homogeneous cores, indicating that a few of

the clasts may have been accretionary lapilli (Moore and Peck, 1962)

(Fig. 11). The matrix of the clasts themselves and of the sandstone

consists of devitrified glass and dust with minor quartz, and is finer-

grained than the material in the clasts. Some of the quartz grains

are bipyramidal and some have rutile needles and apatite inclusions,

clearly indicating their igneous origin. The feldspar occurs as lath-

shaped, subhedral microlites, found only in the clasts. Hematite

is the cementing agent. Microgranular quartz and a zeolite have

locally replaced patches of the rock. Calcite has partially replaced

the microgranular quartz.

Member 2. Member 2 consists of approximately 345 feet of

sandy siltstone and interbedded subarkoses.

The very thin- to thin-bedded sandy siltstone is dark reddish

brown (1OR 3/4) to pale olive (1OY 6/2) when fresh and pale reddish

brown (1OR 5/4) when weathered. The oxidation of the green to a

red color may indicate a change from ferrous to ferric iron. The

poorly sorted, subangular silt-size grains are only slightly
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Figure 11. Morrison Formation. Detrital clasts of
tuffaceous material in the tuffaceous lithic
sandstone. Dark areas are hematite cement.
Note the large, broken fragment in the cen-
ter with rudely concentric layers around its
periphery; also the small fragment to the left
and center. P O2Smm



compacted, having point grain contacts. Subrounded micrite lime-

clasts, as much as 1.5 mm. in diameter, are common. The main

constituents include quartz, detrital chert, and micrite limeclasts;

magnetite, pyrite, oligoclase, zircon, and tourmaline are minor.

Sparry calcite cement constitutes approximately 40-45 percent of

the rock; hematite cement is subordinate.

The subarkoses interbedded with the siltstone occur as lenticu-

lar channel deposits that pinch-out laterally within the siltstone.

The thin- to thick-bedded, internally cross-laminated to cross-

bedded sandstone layers range in thickness from approximately three

feet to 33 feet and extend laterally as much as one mile. The shape

of the channel sands is p1nar-convex, with the lower convex-down-

ward boundaries disconlormably overlying the red siltstone. Red

siltstone clasts occur in the basal parts of the sandstones.

The colors of the subarkoses range from medium gray (N5)

and medium light gray (N6) to light olive gray (5Y 6/1) on fresh

surfaces; weathered surfaces range from medium light gray (N6)

to yellowish gray (5Y 8/1). Owing to included detrital chert, the

sandstone has a "salt and pepper" appearance. The grain size

increases upward from the lower to the upper sandstone sub-units

from very fine- and fine -grained sand to fine- to coarse-grained

sand, respectively. The subangular to subrounded, poorly to mod-

erately well-sorted grains have indented grain contacts. Principal
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constituents are quartz, detrital chert, and orthoclase, the latter

commonly unweathered. A few of the detrital chert grains are pink,

probably due to iron-oxide inclusions. Minor constituents include

magnetite, collophane(?) pellets, tourmaline, and zircon. A sub-

ordinate amount of sericite matrix is present. Rounded red silt-

stone clasts, as much as 10 mm. in diameter, are locally present in

the basal parts of the sandstones. The subarkose is cemented by

calcite, microcrystalline quartz, and hematite. Detrital quartz and

chert, and microcrystalline quartz cement are partially replaced by

calcite, indicated by their corroded borders.

The subarkose near the top of member 2 is dark greenish

gray (5GY 4/i) on fresh surfaces, and light greenishgray (5GY 8/1)

on weathered surfaces. The thin-bedded, internally cross-laminated

strata consist of subangular, moderately well-sorted, very fine- to

fine-grained quartz, chert, and feldspar grains. Pebble-size mud-

stone clasts are rare. The compact sandstone is cemented by micro-

crystalline quartz.

Member 3. Member 3 comprises approximately 220 feet of

interbedded fossiliferous dismicrite, sandy micrudite, and mudstone.

The thin-bedded fossiliferous dismicrite is medium gray (N5)

when fresh, and light olive gray (5Y 6/1) to yellowish gray (5Y 7/2)

on weathered surfaces. Stratification planes are planar and smooth.

Pebble-size micrite limeclasts commonly occur in the basal strata.
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Micrite is the major component of the rocks, with subordinate

amounts of gastropods, bivalve ostracods(?), and subangular, silt-

size detrital quartz and shell fragments. "Open-space structures"

(Wolf, 1965) or dismicrite is common. Sparry calcite veinlets

transect the micrite and fossils; it also occurs as a product of

local recrystallization of micrite. Random orientation of the very

thin shell fragments may represent rapid accumulation of the strata

or lack of currents. The rock breaks with a sub-conchoidal fracture

reminiscent of lithographic limestone.

The mudstone conformably overlying the dismicrite is light

bluish gray (SB 7/1) and pale blue green (5BG 7/2) to pale purple

(SP 6/2) on both fresh and weathered surfaces. The thin-bedded

strata have internal horizontal lamination and slightly undulose

stratification planes. The clay-size particles are cemented by

calcite. At and near weathered surfaces, limy concretions lacking

internal structure are encountered.

Thin-bedded, sandy micrudite strata, occurring in the middle

of the mudstone sequence described above, are medium gray (N5)

when fresh, and medium light gray (N6) when weathered. Some of

the limeclasts of the micrudite are hematite-stained to grayish red

(5R 4/2) on fresh surfaces, which weather to yellowish gray (5Y 7/2),

Approximately 70 percent of the rock is composed of rounded mic rite

limeclasts ranging from 0. 05 to 4 mm. in size, which commonly



contain silt-size, subangular quartz grains. Micrite and minor

amounts of silt-size, detrital quartz and chert comprise the matrix

material. The presence of only a few hematite-stained limeclasts

indicate that they were stained prior to deposition at their final site

of accumulation. Sparry calcite veinlets transecting the limeclasts

are rare.

Age and Correlation

The gastropods and bivalve ostracods(?) in the fossiliferous

dismicrite were not specifically identified owing to their poor pres-

ervation.

Correlation is based on stratigraphic position above the Din-

woody Formation, and on lithologic similarities to the Morrison

strata described by Waldschmidt and Leroy (1944) near Morrison,

Colorado, by Scholten and others (1955) in the Lima region, Montana,

and by Moritz (1951, p. 1810-1813). The contact between the

Morrison and Kootenai Formations is gradational and is arbitrarily

drawn at the base of a thick sequence of gastropod biomicrudites

which conformably overlie the mudstones of member 3 with a sharp

contact.

In central Colorado, the Morrison is considered to be Late

Jurassic (Simpson, 1926, p 198-216). In the Sweetgrass Arch,

more than 250 miles north of Argenta, Montana, Cobban (1945, p.



1269-1270, 1281) found a disconformity separating the Morrison and

Kootenai Formations, and Brown (1946, p. 246-247) found the uncon-

formity separates Jurassic and Cretaceous plant remains. In the

Gravelly Range of Montana (Mann, 1954, p. 30-3 1), the Morrison

is overlain with angular discordance by rocks lithologically similar

to those of the Kootenai but called Cloverly by Mann. In the thesis

area, it is possible that the arbitrary lithologic boundary between

the Morrison and Kootenai Formations does not coincide with the

Jurassic-Cretaceous boundary. Without positive identification of

the fauna from the fossiliferous dismicrite, the age of the Morrison

is taken as Late Jurassic.

Origin and Depositional Environment

The subarkoses of member 3 were derived from pre-existing

sediments, suggested by detrital chert, and in part from crystalline

rocks, indicated by orthoclase, magnetite, tourmaline, and zircon.

However, the tourrnaline and zircon may also be reworked from pre-

existing terrigenous sediments. The unweathe red orthoclase indicates

relatively rugged relief and extreme climatic conditions in the source

area (Folk, 1965, p. 85). Nearly all of the sediments contain detri-.

tus, such as siltstone clasts and limeclasts derived from pre-existing

sediments, probably from within the Morrison itself.

The Morrison lithology, in general, suggests a non-marine



environment of deposition. Mortiz (1951, p. 1812-1813) considered

the environment to have been a low plain on which the fluvial depos-

its of Morrison were laid down. The limestones apparently accumu-

lated in ephemeral lakes.

The lithologies found in the thesis area support Moritzts inter-

pretation of the paleoenvironment, as indicated by: (1) dismic rite

(lithographic limestone) strata, (2) channel deposits of sandstone,

(3) kaolinitic mudstone (Pettijohn, 1957, p. 137), (4) the abundance

of red colored strata, indicating deposition in a shallow, oxidizing

environment, and (5) the fine-grained clastic sediments that were

most likely deposited on extensive floodplains.

Kootenai Formation

The Kootenai Formation was named by Dawson (1885) for sand-

stones, conglomerates, shales, and coals in the Rocky Mountains of

southern Alberta, Canada. The coals contain Early Cretaceous

flora. Fisher (1908, p. 77-99) was the first to extend the use of

the term into Montana. He described a gastropod limestone, red

sandy shales, thin sandstone beds, and occasional layers of con-

glome rate and zones of coal in the Great Falls area, Montana. The

coals are present beneath the lowest prominent sandstone, with soft,

sandy shale beneath. The formation has a total thickness of approx-

imately 2, 800 feet near Great Falls, Montana.



Scholten and others (1955) reported as much as 1,500 feet of

Kootenai in the Lima region, Montana, where the formation corn-

prises partly conglomeratic "salt and pepper" sandstone with inter-

bedded shales and some fresh-water gastropod limestones. They

also noted a chert-pebble conglomerate at the base of the formation.

In the area mapped, the Cretaceous Kootenai Formation is

divided into three informal members that were mapped together.

Member 1 consists of a thick sequence of gastropod biomicrudite,

with a minor sandstone lens. Member 2 is composed of three cycles

of subarkose, siltstone, and carbonaceous shale. At the top of the

member is a thick, prominent sequence of subarkose. The upper

member is a thick covered interval with a chert.-pebble conglomer-

ate at the top of the member. In the eastern parts of secs. 25 and

35, T. 6 S., R. 10 W., the Kootenai is conformably(?) overlain by

Colorado Group(?) strata.

Distribution and Topographic Expression

The Kootenai Formation crops out in Frying Pan Basin immed-

iately east of Dutchman Mountain and in the southeast corner of the

thesis area.

The two lower members commonly form resistant, continuous

ridges with the interbedded siltstones and shales forming gentle

slopes between the ridges. Flat, subdued topography is the typical



expression of the upper member. Members 1 and 2, in contrast to

member 3, are commonly well-exposed. Only the conglomerate at

the top of member 3 crops out and the remainder of the member is

very poorly exposed.

Thickness

The total thickness of the Kootenai is approximately 2, 500

feet. Member 1 comprises the basal 162 feet and the overlying

member 2 makes up 420 feet (Appendix).

Lithology

Member L The thin- to thick-bedded gastropod biomicrudite

of this member is medium dark gray (N4) to medium gray (N5) on

fresh surfaces, and medium gray (N5) to medium light gray (N6)

on weathered surfaces. The size of the gastropods ranges from

0.5 to 8 mm. in cross-section, and included subangular quartz

grains range from very fine- to fine -grained sand. Gastropods are

the dominant components of the rocks, with micrite matrix, quartz,

shell fragments, and ostracods(?) present as minor constituents.

Pelecypod shells lying parallel to the stratification occur locally.

Sparite cement locally occurs interstitial to the framework compo-

nents. The gastropods, which commonly weather out and can be

found in float around the outcrops, are moderately well preserved.



An internally cross-laminated sandstone layer, approximately

three feet thick, crops out near the top of the member. The lower

contact with the biomicrudite is disconformable whereas the upper

contact is conformable. The sandstone is medium gray (N5) when

fresh and medium light gray (N6) when weathered. The very fine-

grained, subangular, moderately well-sorted subaricose is composed

of quartz, detrital chert, feldspar, and minor magnetite. Calcite

cement has indurated the sandstone.

Member 2. Member 2 consists of a basal subarkose with

interbedded siltstones and varicolored mudstones. Overlying these

are three sedimentary cycles (Weller, 1960, p. 367) of subarkose,

siltstone, and carbonaceous shale. A thick sequence of subarkose

forms the top of the member.

The basal thin- to thick-bedded subarkose is internally cross-

laminated. Its color ranges from light gray (N7) to yellowish gray

(5Y 8/1) on fresh surfaces, which weather to yellowish gray (5Y 7/2)

to grayish orange (1OYR 7/4). Mudchips as much as 4 mm. long and

0. 6 mm. thick lie parallel to the stratification planes and are corn-

mon near the base. The moderately well-sorted, subangular to

subrounded, very fine- to medium-grain subarkose is composed of

quartz, detrital chert, orthoclase, and detrital glauconite, with

minor amounts of biotite, pyrite, magnetite, zircon, and collo-

phane(?) pellets. Quartz grains commonly have included rutile



needles and apatite. The orthoclase grains are fresh, and the

glauconite grains are oxidized to limonite. The biotite plates are

partially replaced by chlorite, and they are bent around surround-

ing grains, indicating considerable compaction. Interstitial to the

framework constituents are minor amounts of microcrystalline

quartz and calcite. The sparry calcite, which is locally subhedral,

has partially replaced the microcrystalline quartz.

The thin-bedded, internally laminated siltstones above the

subarkoses are yellowish gray (5Y 7/2) when fresh, and pale olive

(1OY 6/2) to grayish yellow (SY 8/4) when weathered. The silt-size

components which are cemented by calcite, are quartz, detrital

chert, feldspar, and magnetite.

Mudstones interbedded with these siltstones are laminated to

very thin-bedded, and their colors range from light olive gray

(SY 5/2), dark gray (N3), and moderate red (5R 4/6) to grayish red

purple (5RP 4/2) on fresh surfaces; weathering darkens the colors

very little. Stratification planes between the siltstones and mud-

stones are slightly undulose. The calcite-cemented, clay- to silt-

size mudstone is compact.

The subarkose at the base of each cycle (Weller, 1960) is

commonly yellowish gray (SY 7/2) on fresh surfaces, and yellowish

gray (5Y 8/1) on weathered surfaces. The thin- to thick-bedded,

internally cross-laminated strata consist of moderately well- sorted,



subrounded, very fine- to fine -grained quartz, detrital chert, feld-

Dar, zircon, and magnetite. The grains are cemented by calcite.

Asymmetrical ripple marks are ubiquitous and have wavelengths

and amplitudes that measure up to 10 cm. and 5 mm., respectively.

The transition from the sandstones to the overlying siltstones is

represented by several thin layers of each; i. e. , the transition is

of an interbedded nature.

The siltstones of each cycle are yellowish gray (5Y 7/2) and

medium gray (N5) on fresh surfaces and dark yellowish brown

(1OYR 4/2) and pale yellowish brown (1OYR 6/2) on weathered

surfaces. The brown and yellow colors result from included iron

oxides. The very thin- to thin-bedded strata are internally lamin-

ated and cross-laminated. Plant fragments as much as 1 cm. long

and 0. 5 mm. thick are oriented parallel to the stratification and

are present only in the upper parts of each siltstone. Casts of

plant fragments, lined by carbonaceous films, are common on the

stratification planes. Asymmetrical sandstones are ubiquitous.

The poorly sorted, calcite-cemented, silt-size constituents are

quartz, detrital chert, feldspar, magnetite, and carbonaceous

material. The siltstones are overlain by dominantly carbonaceous

shales with minor, interbedded siltstones (Fig. 12).

The carbonaceous shales are thinly-laminated to laminated.

They are grayish black (N2) when fresh, and weather to dusky
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Figure 12. Interbedded siltstone and carbonaceous
shale of the Kootenai Formation member
2. Note the ripple marks on the silt-
stone layers.
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yellowish brown (1OYR 2/2) and grayish black (N2). The fissile

shales lack calcite cement. The shales commonly contain very fine

carbonaceous material and have carbonized plant remains lying

parallel to their stratification planes. Marcasite concretions as

much as 5 mm. in diameter are common in the interbedded silt-

stones, and occur occasionally in the shales. The concretions,

when exposed, weather to light brown (5YR 5/6).

The subarkose at the top of member 2 overlies the upper

carbonaceous shale disconformably, with as much as 5 cm. relief

on the erosional contact. The color of the subarkose is yellowish

gray (5Y 7/2) on fresh surfaces, and grayish orange (1OYR 7/4)

on weathered surfaces. The ?Isalt and peppert? appearance of the

sandstone is due to included detrital chert grains stained brown by

iron-oxide inclusions. The strata are composed of thick- to very

thick-bedded cosets of thinly cross-bedded sets. Cross-strata, up

to 10 cm. thick, are commonly Ttgradedht from coarser to finer from

the bottom to the top of each stratum. The moderately well-sorted,

subangular to subrounded, fine to coarse sand grains are oriented sub-

parallel to the stratification planes. Framework constituents include

quartz, detrital chert, and unweathe red orthoclase. Minor constitu-

ents are garnet(?), zircon, tourmaline, magnetite, and sparry cal-

cite limeclasts. Meta-quartzite grains are rare. The limeclasts

are iron-oxide stained aggregates of sparry calcite, and are present
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only in the coarser-grained sandstone. Quartz overgrowths, result-

ing from pressure solution and reprecipitation, are common on the

quartz grains and are in optical continuity with them, In addition to the

quartz overgrowths, the cementing agents are microcrystalline

quartz, calcite and/or siderite, and minor hematite. Both the

detrital chert and the microcrystalline quartz cement are light brown

in color owing to iron-oxide inclusions and stains. Several phases

of diagenesis are indicated by: (1) corroded boundaries on detrital

quartz, (2) subhedral bipyramidal quartz overgrowths, (3) intersti-

tially developed euhedral calcite crystals enclosed within quartz

overgrowths, (4) subhedral quartz overgrowths included within cal-

cite cement, (5) microcrystalline quartz pseudomorphs of euhedral

calcite, and (6) siderite rhombs floating" in detrital chert grains

and in microcrystalline quartz.

The above evidence suggests the following paragenesis of the

secondary changes:

calcite cement and overgrowths

quare overgrowths

microcrystalline quartz and hematite

calcite and Fe-dolomite or siderite

Member 3. Float and scattered small outcrops from the thick

covered interval of member 3 consist mostly of thin, brown, red,



gray, and green calcareous mudstones and siltstones, and sub-

ordinate fine, calcareous sandstone. In NE-, sec. 1, T. 6 S.,

R. 11 W., a small knoll is capped by thin-bedded, greenish gray

(5GY 6/1), siliceous mudstone, which is fairly resistant to weath-

ering.

A very thick-bedded, massive, lenticular chert-pebble con-
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glomerate at the top of the member is pale yellowish brown (1OYR 6/2)

when fresh, and grayish orange pink (5Y 7/2) when weathered. The

poorly sorted, subrounded, slightly discoidal chert clasts are on-

ented sub-parallel to the stratification, aiid they range in size from

2 mm. to 5 cm. in diameter. The matrix is composed of medium-

to coarse-grained, moderately well-sorted, subangular to sub-

rounded quartz and chert sand grains. The entire deposit is cemented

by silica. The lenticular layer attains a maximum thickness of ap-

proximately 50 feet and averages about one-half mile in lateral

extent. The conglomerate overlies the very fine clastic rocks with

an apparent disconformity.

Fauna and Correlation

Norman Sohi (1967, written comrnun.) identified the following

pelecypod and two gastropods, respectively, from the gastropod

biomicrudite of member 1 as:
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Unionidae indeterminate

Campeloma sp.

Circamelania ortmanni (Stanton)

All three are of Early Cretaceous age. No fossils were found in the

overlying members.

Occurring stratigraphically above the Morrison Formation,

the three members are correlated with the Kootenai Formation on

the basis that they are lithologically similar to Kootenai strata de-

scribed by Fisher (1908), by Robinson (1963), and by Scholten and

others (1955). Member 3 is included in the Kootenai owing to the

presence of the fluvial conglomerate at the top of the member. No

conglomerate has been reported, to the writer's knowledge, in the

Cretaceous Colorado Group or its correlatives in western Montana

(Fisher, 1908; Scholten and others, 1955; Kiepper, 1950).

The Kootenai Formation member 1 is of Early Cretaceous

age based on faunal evidence (Sohi, 1967, written comn-iun.

Origin and Depositional Environment

The mineralogy of the sandstones of member 2 indicates that

they were derived from rocks in a source area much like that of the

Morrison Formation. The detrital cIert and limeclasts suggest

their derivation from pre-existing sedimentary rocks, and the

orthoclase, zircon, garnet (?), tourmaline, and magnetite indicate



a crystalline rock source. The fresh orthoclase indicates rugged

relief and extreme climatic conditions in the source area and rapid

deposition in the thesis area.

The rocks of the Kootenai Formation were deposited in an

environment not unlike that during deposition of the Morrison forma-

tion; i.e., largely non-m3rine (Robinson, 1963, p. 59-60). The

gastropod biomicrudite of member 1 apparently accumulated in

ephemeral lakes or overflow ponds on a flood plain, suggested by

the presence of fresh-water fauna identified by Sohl. Cyclic sedi-

mentation, represented by the subarkoses, siltstones, and carbona-

ceous shales of member 2, indicates deposition in either a fluvial

or deltaic environment (Visher, 1965, p. 46-54). Floral debris is

common to back-swamps or to marshes and lagoons in a fluvial or

deltaic environment, respectively. A more positive interpretation

would require more detailed field and laboratory studies.

The mudstone, siltstone, and subordinate sandstone of member

3 were probably deposited on a flood plain receiving detritus from

a source area of relatively low relief. The chert-pebble conglom-

erate is considered to be a fluvial channel deposit, based on the

following criteria: it is (1) lenticular, (2) bimodal, and (3) poorly

sorted, whereas properties of beach conglomerates are just the

opposite (Pettijohn, 1957, p. 248-249).
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Colorado Group(?)

The Colorado Group was first named by Hayden (1873) for

Upper Cretaceous rocks exposed along the eastern base of the Front

Range in Colorado. Kiepper (1950, p. 68) referred shales, calcar-

eous sandstones, bentonites, tuffs, and 'oyster reefs ", above the

Kootenal Formation, to the Colorado Group in the Snowcrest Moun-

tains, Montana.

In the southeast corner of the thesis area, non-resistant strata

covered by dominantly dark soil with gray and green mudstone float

are referred to the marine Colorado Group(?). The lack of outcrops,

owing to cover by Quaternary valley fill, prevents a more positive

identification of the lithology and assignment to formations.

Tertiary Vitric Tuff

Rhyolitic vitric tuff of Tertiary age overlies, with angular

unconformity, truncated Mississippian to Cretaceous strata. The

tuff is exposed only in SW, sec. 22, NE , sec. 27, and the center

of sec. 36, T. 6 S., R. 10 W. A thickness of about 50 feet was

estimated in the field, but the basal contact was unexposed. The

limited outcrops are due in part to erosion prior to deposition of

the overlying limestone-pebble conglomerate in addition to Quater -

nary erosion.



The white (N9) to very light gray (N8) vitric tuff is non-strati-

fied and was apparently deposited subaerially as an ash fall tuff.

The main essential constituents are glass shards and bipyramidal

quartz, with minor orthoclase, biotite, and magnetite. No acci-

dental material was found incorporated in the tuff. The bipyramidal

quartz crystals are commonly corroded and partly resorbed. The

refractive index of the glass, determined by the oil-immersion

method, is approximately 1. 5. Identification of the orthoclase was

by staining with sodium cobaltinitrate after treatment with concen-

trated hydrofluoric acid. The tuff is poorly consolidated and very

friable.

The age of the tuff is assumed to be Late Tertiary based on

its stratigraphic position. It rests upon greatly reduced post-

Laramide topography and is overlain by limestone-pebble conglom-

erate of probable Miocene age. Thus, the tuff is considered to be

Early Miocene.

Tertiary Limestone-pebble Conglomerate

The limestone-pebble conglomerate unconformably overlies

tilted Mississippian to Tertiary strata in much of the south-central

part of the thesis area. The conglomerate overlies the vitric tuff

and igneous plutons disconformably and locally forms ledges north

of Rattlesnake Creek. A thickness of approximately 150 feet was



estimated in the field.

The thin- to thick-bedded conglomerate is white (N9) and very

light gray (N8) on fresh surfaces, and very pale orange (1OYR 8/2)

to grayish orange pink (5YR 7/2) on weathered surfaces. Orange

and pink colors result from oxidation of included iron-bearing clasts.

Color of the clasts ranges from white to dark gray and moderate red

to light olive. Graded bedding is rare. Scour and fill channels as

much as three feet deep are common and trend northwest-southeast.

Discoidal and platy clasts are imbricated toward the northwest. Rude

cross-stratification rarely occurs. The poorly sorted, angular to

subrounded clasts range from coarse sand to boulders in size. Lith-

ologic types of clasts are listed in order of decreasing abundance as

follows: limestone, quartz, chert, quartzite, tuff, and siltstone.

Clasts occurring in minor amounts are: vein quartz, marble,

epidotized limestone, iron-stained limestone and vein quartz, he-

matite, and garnet-, magrietite-, and muscovite-bearing limestone.

The matrix is fine- to medium-grained sandstone composed mainly

of quartz, limeclasts, nd detrital chert. Sparry calcite cement

comprises approximately ten percent of the rock. Drusy calcite

vugs are rare.

Age

No fossils were found in the limestone-pebble conglomerate.
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The unconformable relationship of the conglomerate to the folded

Paleozoic and Mesozoic strata indicates a post-Laramide, Cenozoic

age. The presence of marble, vein marble, epidotized and iron-

stained limestone, and garnet-, magnetite-, and muscovite-bearing

limestone indicates erosion and deposition following intrusion of the

Tertiary igneous rocks in the area. The eroded igneous plutons are

considered by the writer to be of Eocene age; thus, the conglomerate

is post-Eocene. No attempt was made to correlate the conglomerate

with deposits in other areas because the deposits within the post-

Laramide intermontane basins had a local source and were of local

event. The conglomerate is probably of Miocene age.

Origin and Depositional Environment

The general lithology of the conglomerate indicates little trans-

port and relatively high relief in the source area, which, in part, was

the western part of the thesis area and the region farther west. The

clasts in the conglomerate were derived dominantly from pre -existing

Precambrian and Paleozoic strata. Deposition of the sediments may

have been on large alluvial fans deposited by southeast- and east-

flowing streams.

Quaternary Deposits

Unconsolidated deposits of Pleistocene and younger age are
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localized on terraces and valley floors and are divided into terrace

gravel, glacial till, glacial outwash, landslide deposits, and alluvium.

Terrace Gravel

A thin veneer of unconsolidated terrace gravel, composed

mainly of iron-oxide stained, moderately well-sorted, well-rounded,

quartzite pebbles and cobbles, disconformably(?) overlies the Ter-

tiary limestone-pebble conglomerate. The gravel occurs in secs.

24 and 25, T. 6 S., R. 11 W., and in secs. 26, 27, 30-32, and

34-36, T. 6 S., R. 10 W. A very small outcrop is located in NE,

sec. 15, T. 6 S., IL 10 W., where it overlies tilted Mississippian

strata. The pink and white quartzite pebbles and cobbles have in-

ternal cross-lamination and were apparently derived from Precam-

brian quartzites exposed in the region west of the thesis aea. No

fossils or other means of positively dating the deposits were encoun-

tered.

The terrace gravel, dissected by Quaternary erosion, was

deposited on erosional surfaces presumably developed during the

Early Pleistocene prior to Wisconsinian glaciation in the area

(Richmond, 1965, p. 224-225, 227). The gravel may have been

deposited on the erosion surfaces by meltwater heading in the higher

altitudes west of the thesis area.
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Glacial Till

Hummocky, morainal deposits of unsorted and unstratified

sand- to boulder-size material occur in Kearns Basin and on both

sides of the upper Rattlesnake Creek valley north of sec. 15, T. 6

S., R. 11 W. Two stades of glaciation are discernible. Similar

material was deposited by each glacier; both apparently advanced

into the area without much time separating them. No soils were

found associated with the till; thus, the interstade between the two

glaciers must have been brief. The first stade is recognized by

till deposits in Kearns Basin and on benches at similar elevations,

i.e., 7, 200-7, 400 feet, that are well developed on the south wall of

the upper Rattlesnake Creek valley. The glacier of the later or

second stade of glaciation dissected the deposits left by the first

stade, forming the present Rattlesnake Creek valley with moraine

deposits on its walls and valley floor. A small terminal moraine,

deposited during the second stade, is found in NE, sec. 15, T. 6

S., R 11 W., where it is narrowly dissected by Rattlesnake Creek.

The valley floor, developed during the second stade, is approximately

200 feet below the Kearns Basin level.

Principal components of both till deposits are granitic rocks,

with minor quartzite and limestone, ranging in size from coarse

sand to boulders. Some of the granitic boulders are as much as 15
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feet in diameter (Fig. 13). The clasts exposed at the surface are

fresh in both till deposits. The ground, lateral, and terminal mor-

ames consist dominantly of granitic rocks derived from granitic

intrusions approximately ten miles northwest of the thesis area. The

intrusions comprise Bald, Torrey, Tent, and Tweedy Mountains

which presently range from 10, 000 to 11, 000 feet in elevation.

Age. The two stades of glaciation are here correlated with

the Pinedale Glaciation of W i s c on s in age (Richmond, 1965, p.

224-225, 227), based on the elevation at which the tills occur and the

similarity between the thesis area tills and those described by

Richmond (1965). Richmond said that tills deposited during stades

of Pinedale Glaciation occur at elevations above 7, 000 feet; the

deposits are only slightly eroded; and, the clasts present in tills

are fresh. Thus, the glacial tills in the thesis area are considered

to be of Wi s c on s i n age, having been deposited during the Pinedale

Glaciation of the Northern Rocky Mountains.

Glacial Outwash

Unconsolidated glacial outwash occurs in alluvial terraces

approximately 20 to 30 feet above the present Kearns Creek and

Rattlesnake Creek valley floors. Dissection of the outwash has

produced the terrace of which Argenta Flat is a part.

The fluvial deposit consists of poorly sorted, subangular to
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Figure 13. Granitic boulders left in lateral moraine
deposited during first glacial stade; located
in NE*, sec. 16, T. 6 S., R. 11 W., above
Kearns Basin. Northward view shows north-
west flank of Red Butte Sync line in the back-
ground on right side of photograph; Pre-
cambrian Unit 1 subarkose on left side.
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rounded, silt- to boulder-size detritus derived from most of the

formations in the western part of the thesis area and from Bald

Mountain. The detritus was deposited by Kearns and Rattlesnake

Creeks following glaciation, and possibly prior to and during glaci-

ation. The abundance of granitic rocks on Argenta Flat leads the

writer to believe that the detritus was derived from the moraines,

and the contact between the moraine deposit and the outwash in NFl,

sec. 15, T. 6 S., R, 11 W., is gradational, implying a close time

relationship between them. Therefore, the moraine may in part

be overlying the outwash terrace. The writer considers the glacial

outwash to be of Late Pleistocene age.

Landslide Deposits

Three small landslides were mapped in the thesis area. Each

landslide involved only quartzite debris. All three are apparently

Quaternary in age.

The landslide in the north-central part of sec. 16, T. 6 S.,

R. 11 W., is a hummocky debris slide made up of unsorted and un-

oriented angular Precambrian Unit 1 sandstone fragments. The

debris, which ranges in size from small rubble to blocks (Pettijohn,

1957, p. 19) has moved approximately 500 feet.

The landslide block in NWI, sec. 14, and SEI, sec. 11,

T. 6 S., R. 11 W., is a large, consolidated Quadrant sandstone
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block that has moved down a slope of 25 degrees approximately

one-fourth mile. The slope which the block moved down is clut-

tered with blocks up to five feet in diameter that have moved down-

hill by rock creep (Thornbury, 1961, p. 84),. Due to the scattered

occurrence and size of these blocks, they were not mapped as land-

slide deposits.

Similar landslide blocks occur in SE*, sec. 10, and NFl,

sec. 15, T. 6 S., R. 10 W. The deposit consists of three large

blocks of Quadrant sandstone that apparently slid downhill together

or broke into three blocks during the sliding.

Alluvium

Unconsolidated sediments are present along both permanent

and intermittent streams in the area. Rattlesnake Creek, having

dissected the glacial outwash, has undergone several brief episodes

of deposition and renewed down-cutting, which are expressed as

several small, step-like terraces below the outwash terrace. Rat-

tlesnake, Kearns, French, and Trout Creeks are presently deposit-

ing rounded cobbles and finer material within the confines of their

banks. On the southwest side of Argenta Flat, intermittent streams

flowing northeastward are currently building small alluvial fans onto

the outwash terrace.
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IGNEOUS ROCKS

A variety of igneous rocks, both intrusive and extrusive, oc-

cupy approximately three square miles of the thesis area and are

divided into five main map units. The intrusive units include three

masses of quartz monzonite, one of granodiorite, and one of latite

porphyry. The sook at Argenta is composed of quartz monzonite

and quartz monzonite porphyry. The extrusive units are olivine

basalt and lithic welded tuIf.

Intrusive Rocks

For ease of discussion, location names are proposed for most

of the intrusive igneous rocks. The Section 1 Latite occurs in sec.

1, T. 6 S., R. 11 W.; the section 8 Quartz Monzonite occurs in secs.

8 and 17, T. 6 S., R. lOW.; the Section 16 Quartz Monzonite is

exposed in sec. .16, T. 6 S., R. 10 W; and the Section 15 Granodior-

ite crops out in sec. 15, T. 6 S., R, 10 W. The stock-like mass of

quartz monzonite and quart monzonite porphyry on which the town

of Argenta is built is here named the Argenta Stock. Due to their

proximity and generally similar lithology, the quartz monzonite and

granodiorite stocks are discussed together.



Quartz Monzonite and Granodiorite

The quartz monzonites are commonly white (N9) to very light

gray (N8) and the granodiorite is medium light gray (N6). Weather-

ing darkens the rocks slightly. Both rock types are less resistant

to erosion than the surrounding Pale ozoic carbonates and quartzites.

Exposures are commonly too poor to reveal the exact shape of the

masses, or to show if contacts are sharp or gradational. The

Argenta Stock, however, is better exposed and characterized by

sharp contacts with country rocks.

Inclusions are rare in all intrustions. Several quartz monzon-

ite inclusions or xenoliths were found in the quartz monzonite por-

phyry in the Argenta Stock. The xenoliths range in size from one to

three inches in diameter and they are generally spheroidal. Thin

section analysis of one iron oxide rimmed xenolith revealed the com-

position and texture of a quartz monzonite and no detectable recrys-

tallization.

Roof pendants (?) or screens (?) of Mississippian limestone

are present on the western side of the Argenta Stock and in the mid-

die of the Section 8 Quartz Monzonite. The screen (?) in the Argenta

Stock probably is not surrounded by the quartz monzonite, but is

continuous with the rest of the formation southward. If the limestone

is a screen, it implies that the Argenta Stock is a composite or
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multiple intrusion, which is suggested by the xenoliths. However,

more field work and laboratory studies are needed to evaluate this

possibility. The limestone was metamorphosed to an epidote- and

garnet-bearing marble, or to a calc.silicate marble.

Roof pendants (?) in the middle of Section 8 Quartz Monzonite

are small outcrops of slightly recrystallized and deformed Lodgepole

limestone.

No dikes were detected near the peripheries of the plutons.

Shenon (1931, p. 50) thought that the quartz monzonite and

granodiorite masses were high points or cupolas of a much larger

pluton not yet exposed by erosion, and that the quartz monzonite

represents deeper erosion. More field work and detailed labora-

tory studies would be necessary to evaluate this hypothesis. Evi-

dence that the plutons crystallized individually is shown by the

Argenta Stock, which is finer-grained near its periphery than in

the central portions. Corresponding textural changes are less evi-

dent in the other plutons. From their size and stratigraphic rela-

tions, the plutons are classified as epizonal, flat-topped, discordant,

steep-sided stocks.

Contact Metamorphic Effects. The chief processes of contact

metamorphism observed in the field were recrystallization and

metasomatism. Formations in direct contact with the plutons in-

dude the Three Forks Shale, the Lodgepole and Mission Canyon
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Limestones, and the Amsden and Quadrant Formations.

The Three Forks Shale, intruded by the Section 8 Quartz

Monzonite, shows very little metamorphism other than silicifica-

tion and iron-oxide staining.

The most common and extensive metamorphic effect on the

Lodgepole, Mission Canyon, and Amsden limestones is recrystal-

lization to very coarse marble. Within ten to 40 feet of the contact,

and along faults, the limestones have reacted with magmatic contri-

butions to form garnet, epidote, and negligible amounts of diopside,

wollastonite, and tremolite (Fig. 14). On the northeast side of the

Argenta Stock, in the Amsden limestones, a garnet vein approxi-

mately five feet wide extends for 50 feet. Garnet is also common

along faults near the contact. The Amsden Formation has also been

silicified near the contact.

The Quadrant quartzites in contact with the Section 16 Quartz

Monzonite show the least effect of metamorphism. Within a few

inches of the igneous rock, the quartzite is recrystallized to a

metaquartzite. At distances of more than one foot from the con-

tact, recrystallization was not observed.

In general, intense contact metamorphism and metasomatic

replacement occur within tens of feet of the contact and less intense

effects, such as simple recrystallization of the country rocks, occur

within tens to hundreds of feet. On the map, the extent of contact
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metamorphism is delineated by a line of x,

Petrography. The quartz monzonite and granodiorite stocks,

although mapped separately, are described together because tex-

tures and minerals are identical. Lack of detailed sampling of the

Argenta Stock prevents the delineation of the quartz monzonite and

the quartz monzonite porphyry which is subordinate to the quartz

monzonite, Modal analyses represent from 1, 000 point-counts of

each of four separate thin sections (Fig. 15).

Quartz

Orthocla's e

Plagiocla se

Biotite

Augite

Ho rnblende

Iron Ore

Non-opaque accessory
minerals

Replacement minerals

qrn1 qm2 qm3 g

19.9 16.4 19.3 15.1

34.3 33.1 34.4 46.0

29.3 32.2 32.3 21.3

6.3 9.4 5.0 10.4

4.2 4.1 4.8 2.7

2.4 1.9 2.1 0.6

3.2 2.3 1.5 3.1

0,3 0.3 0.4 0.5

0.1 0.3 0.2 0.3

Figure 15. Modal analyses of quartz monzonite (qm) and
granodiorite (g) samples.
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The quartz monzonites, medium- to coarsely-crystalline,

commonly have a hypidiomorphic texture (Moorhouse, 1959, p.

270), with no apparent foliation. Micrographic texture (Moorhouse,

1959, p. 270-271, and P1. 2), the regular intergrowth of quartz

and orthoclase, was noted in two of the 13 quartz monzonite thin

sections.

Plagioclase (An28-An35), commonly showing oscillatory zon-

ing, occurs as subhedral laths. Orthoclase is interstitial to the

plagioclase and mafic minerals. Poikilitic inclusions in single

orthoclase crystals are plagioclase, biotite, and augite. Myrmekite

(Moorhouse, 1959, p. 271) is common between plagioclase and ortho-

clase. Quartz, slightly strained, is also interstitial to plagioclase

and the mafic minerals.

Brown biotite and neutral, weakly pleochroic augite, with minor

amounts of green hornblende, comprise the mafic minerals. The

brown biotite is platy and rarely includes zircon. Some biotite oc-

curs as rims or partial rims around anhedral to subhedral horn-

blende, and rarely around augite. Hornblende and plagioclase occur

as inclusions in biotite. Hornblende locally appears as partial rims

around anhedral to subhedral augite. Magnetite is present as anhed-

ral to subhedral grains; other minor constituents include apatite and

zircon. Sericite has partly replaced plagioclase and chlorite has

partly replaced biotite and hornblende.
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The quartz monzonite porphyry is composed of the same

minerals, in slightly different proportions, as the quartz monzonite

but differs texturally. The medium= to coarsely-crystalline pheno-

crysts include "corroded", subhedral, bipyramidal quartz, sub-

hedral plagioclase (An28_An3r) laths, anhedral orthoclase, brown

biotite, and neutral, anhedral to subhedral augite. The finely- to

very finely-crystalline, allotriomorphic, microgranitic groundmas s

consists of quartz, orthoclase, with minor amounts of biotite, aug-

ite, and magnetite. Magnetite commonly occurs as discrete mdi-

vidual grains and rarely occurs in clusters of grains. Apatite

and zircon are relatively rare.

The granodiorite is texturally and mineralogically similar to

quartz monzonite, being medium- to coarsely-crystalline with hypi-

diomorphic granular texture. Subhedral plagioclase (An30-An35)

forms large crystals with oscillatory zoning. Orthoclase and quartz

are interstitial and anhedral. Myrmekite is less common than in

the quartz monzonite. Brown, platy biotite is more prevalent than

neutral augite and green hornblende. Magnetite is more common than

in the quartz monzonite.

Age. The quartz moiizonite and granodiorite plutons probably

are Eocene. The undeforrned plutons are clearly post-Laramide and

probably pre-Miocene, possibly being intruded at the close of the

Laramide Orogeny.
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Latite Porphyry

Most of the latite porphyry is poorly exposed. The largest

sill-like mass, in sec. 1, T. 6 S., R. 11 W., is in part concordant

and, in part, discordant with the Hasmark Formation. Smaller and

poorer exposures occur in SE, sec. 11, NW, sec. 14, and NE*,

sec. 22, T. 6 S. R. 11 W., where the latite also occurs in sill-like

bodies concordant in Precambrian Unit 3 quartzites. The intrusive

probably is continuous, at least in the subsurface, and because it

occurs stratigraphically lower in the southwest, it must be dike-like

or discordant in the covered intervals.

The latite porphyry is pale red (1OR 6/2) and moderate red

(5R 5/4) to pale olive (1OY 6/2) and pale red purple (5RP 6/2) on

fresh and weathered surfaces. The unit is generally incompetent

relative to the dolomitic and quartzitic country rock.

Contact Metamorphic Effects. The effects of contact meta-

morphism were difficult to observe due to commonly covered con-

tacts and post-intrusion mineralization. Slight crystallization of

the dolomite is the most common effect. In sec. 1, T. 6 5., R.

11 W., the dolomites, approximately 50 feet above the contact, are

highly disturbed and iron-oxide stained. Precambrian quartzites

are slightly recrystallized near the contacts. In general, the meta-

morphic effects are minor and restricted to several tens of feet from
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the contact in the dolomite and less in the quartzite.

Petrography. The texture of the latite porphyry varies from

the larger sill in sec. 1, T. 6 S., R. 11 W., where euhedral ortho-

clase occurs as phenocrysts as much as 2 cm, in length, to the

smaller bodies, where the orthoclase and plagioclase phenocrysts

are equal in size, up to 5 mm. in length. In the smaller bodies,

the latite porphyry has miarolitic cavities lined by feldspar crystals.

The phenocrysts are large, euhedral crystals of orthoclase

and smaller, subhedral, highly-altered crystals of andesine

(An3 236 Orthoclase is also present as very finely-crystalline,

anhedral crystals in the groundmass which is, in part vitrophyric.

The orthoclase is partially replaced by kaolinite. Andesine pheno-

crysts are twinned and rarely zoned. Sericite, calcite, and epidote

have partially replaced the andesine crystals. The andesine does

not occur in the groundmass.

Brown, poikilitic biotite, with inclusions of orthoclase, is

characteristically platy and resorbed. Chlorite has partially re-

placed the biotite, occurring along cleavage traces and around the

crystal edges.

The allotriomorphic, vitrophyric groundmass is composed

of microgranular, anhedral orthoclase, anhedral, unstrained quartz,

and glass.

Minor constituents, other than replacement products, include
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anhedral to euhedral apatite, anhedral to subhedral ilmenite with

leucoxene, and subhedral ri.ti1e and zircon. The rutile commonly

occurs in clusters. Very small patches of limonite are ubiquitous

in the groundmass.

Age and Correlation. The youngest rocks intruded by the latite

porphyry are the Hasmark dolornites. The latite is overlain only by

Quaternary alluvium. However, the sills are not deformed and must

be post..Laramide in age. Due to their monzonitic composition, the

latite sills may correlate with the Argenta Stock and associated in.-

trusives.

Extrusive Rocks

Lithic Welded Tuff

In SE, sec. 3, T. 6 S., R. 11 W., is a very small outcrop

of Tertiary lithic welded tuff unconformably overlying the Phosphoria

Formation. The relationship between the olivine basalt and the weld-

ed tuff is unknown (P1. I) because the interval between the two is

covered with a thick mantle of colluvium. An approximate thickness

of ten feet was noted, but the base and top of welded tuff were not

expos ed.

The medium gray (N5) to dark gray (N3), devitrified, lithic

welded tuff is characterized by iLs heterogeneous inclusions, non-
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non-sorted and non-bedded nature, and eutaxitic structure. Lack

of an upper porous and less dense portion of the welded tuff suggests

it is either covered or absent due to erosion. Poorly developed

columnar jointing was noted.

Petrography. The "accidental rock fragments, which range

from 5 mm. to 2 cm, in diameter, consist of siltstone, sandstone,

and chert. The long dimensions of the inclusions are oriented sub-

parallel to the base of the unit,

Pumice fragments and phenocrysts of quartz, andesine, ortho-

clase, and biotite are common and range from 1/8 to 1/2 mm. in

size. The pumice fragments are black, dense, and obsidian-like

as the result of flattening and welding (Ross and Smith, 1961, p. 53).

The bipyramidal quartz, strongly rounded and embayed, is commonly

subhedral to anhedral. Subhedral to euhedral, zoned, and twinned

andesine is the most abundant phenocryst mineral. Montmorillonite

and a zeolite have partially replaced the andesine. Orthoclase is

subordinate to andesine and is present as subhedral, corroded crys-

tals. Minor constituents include magnetite, apatite, and zircon, none

of which form phenocrysts.

Devitrification of the glassy groundmass and the high degree

of welding has destroyed the original texture of the glassy matrix,

which is strongly banded. The bands flow around inclusions and

phenocrysts, indicating that the glassy matrix adjusted viscously to
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the coarse particles. Montmorillonite and a locally developed

zeolite have partially replaced the devitrified groundmass.

A dacitic(?) composition is indicated by the mineralogy. Mm-

erals present are, in order of decreasing abundance: ande sine,

quartz, orthoclase, magnetite, and biotite. No glass is present

owing to devitrification.

Age. The age of this unit is questionable due to its limited

area of exposure and unknown stratigraphic position within the Ter-

tiary section. Lack of deformation indicates it is post-Laramide.

The writer considers the welded tuff to be overlain by the olivine

basalt because of their close proximity and the occurrence of the

basalt at much higher elevations.

Olivine Basalt

The singular olivine basalt flow in sec. 2 and 11, T. 6 S., R.

11 W., unconformably overlies the Phosphoria, Quadrant, Amsden,

and Mission Canyon tilted strata. The flow, originating north of the

thesis area, poured out over a post-Laramide erosion surface. The

flow is approximately 400 feet thick and thins to about 300 feet. The

flow forms a iow, rounded ridge.

The olive black (5Y 2/1) to brownish black (5YR 2/1), holo-

crystalline, dense, porphyritic olivine basalt in the basal three-

fourths of the flow grades upward into vesicular olivine basalt, and
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finally into a thin cap of glassy, scoriaceous basalt, which is weath-

ered to pale reddish brown (1OR 5/4). Float on top of the scoriaceous

basalt yielded fragments of black, vesicular tachylite. The basal

contact is covered.

Microscopically, the olivine basalt consists of olivine, pigeon-

ite, labradorite, and magnetite, with minor secondary replacement

products including calcite and zeolite.

Olivine occurs as phenocrysts and as part of the granular

groundmass. The anhedral to subhedral phenocrysts range in size

from 1/4 to 1/2 mm. Iddingsite commonly occurs in rims and along

partings in the olivine. The colorless to neutral clinopyroxene,

occurring as twinned, subhedral to euhedral phenocrysts and as

anhedral, granular crystals in the groundmass, is pigebnite. The

pigeonite is unaltered. Labradorite is present only as twinned, and

rarely zoned, microlites. The microlites are oriented sub-parallel

to the surface of deposition. Magnetite is most abundant as granular,

anhedral crystals in the groundmass and rarely occurs as pheno.-

crysts. Calcite, rarely present, has partially replaced the inner

zones of the labrodorite microlites. A colorless zeolite rarely

occurs interstitial to the microlites and also occurs locally as a

replacement of the microlites.

Ae and Correlation. The undeformed olivine basalt is not

overlain by a younger stratigraphic unit. Thus, the post-Laramide
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basalt is probably Miocene, and correlates with similar basic

volcanics in southwestern Montana during this time.

Scholten and others (1955) reported basalt flows of both Eocene

and Miocene ages. Emmons and Calkins (1913, p. 17-18) reported

andesitic extrusives of Eocene and Miocene ages.
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STRUCTURAL GEOLOGY

Regional Structure

The thesis area is located in the Disturbed Belt of western

Montana (Cohee and others, 1961), a region of large faults, mainly

thrust faults, and folds that generally trend northsouth or northwest-

southeast (Fig. 16). Well known features of the Disturbed Belt are

the Lewis, Philipsburg, Georgetown, and Lombard thrust faults,

involving geosynclinal strata ranging in age from Precambrian to

Cretaceous.

The thesis area itself is anomalous in that the structural trend

is northeast-southwest. In areas north and south of the area struc-

tural trends are commonly consistent with those of the major part

of the Disturbed Belt.

The Argenta Area lies west of the approximate shoreline of

the Precambrian Beltian sea (Perry, 1962, p. 12), with sedimentary

Belt strata exposed within the area and Precambrian crystalline

basement rocks exposed about 15 miles to the east (Ross and others,

1955). Approximately 15 miles to the south of the thesis area, the

Cambrian stratigraphic section differs from that found in the area

of this report (Lowell, 1965, P1. 1), indicating that Cambrian sedi-

mentation may have been controlled locally by Precambrian
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structural features between the two areas. The anomalous Laramide

structural trends in the map area may have been controlled by a pre-

existing Precambrian positive area.

Laramide Structural Features of the Arenta Area

The age of the Laramide Orogeny in western Montana is con-

sidered to be Late Cretaceous to Early Eocene (Alpha, 1958, p. 63-

64). Within the map area, the youngest deformed strata are of the

Cretaceous Colorado Group(?). The igneous plutons of the area

show little or no effects of deformation and they have intruded pre-

existing structures; therefore, they are considered to be post-

Laramide, possibly Middle to Late Eocene.

Structural adjustments by folding and faulting are closely re-

lated in time and space. The faults, occurring with and following

folding, represent the later phases of structural adjustment. The

major features that locally trend northeast-southwest were produced

by dominantly horizontal northwe st- southeast compre s sion.

The main method of adjustment and resultant structures vary

from west to east within the area, mainly in response to the strati-

graphy involved. Complexly faulted, broad, asymmetrical to over-

turned folds, and complex faults are dominant in the western part

of the area, which is underlain by thick, competent Paleozoic strata.

In the eastern part of the area, underlain by thin, alternately
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competent and incompetent Mesozoic strata, smaller tight folds are

prevalent. The thin Mesozoic strata were better able to adjust to

horizontal compression by folding without rupturing due to the pres-

ence of the alternately competent and incompetent rocks.

Folds

Folding was the first major local event in the Laramide

Orogeny. Large scale folding took place prior to and during devel-

opment of the Kelly and French Creek Thrusts. The Kelly Thrust

is named in this report for the thrust fault trending north-northeast

through the westernmost part of the area (P1. 1). The French Creek

Thrust, also named in this report, trends northeastward along the

northwest side of French Creek. No evidence of folding in the upper

plates of these thrusts was found. The Kelly Thrust developed after

folding of the Red Butte Syncline (P1. 1).

Argenta Anticline, The Argenta Anticline (P1. 1), named in

this report, is a crumpled, asymmetrical, poorly defined anticlinal

structure that is flanked on both sides by steeply dipping faults. This

broad anticline is so complexly faulted and folded and the rocks of

the core are so poorly exposed that it is almost impractical to sketch

its axial trace on the map. Better exposed to the south, its axis is

seen there to be plunging southward. The complexity of the folding

and faulting is well illustrated by the irregularity of the contact
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origin in part to faulting, will be discussed further in a later sec-

tion.

Red Butte Syncline. The Red Butte Syncline, trending north
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and northeast, is an overturned syncline with its axis plunging north-

east. Its axial plane dips northwest at approximately 45 degrees

in the northern part of the map, but south of Rattlesnake Creek the

trace turns nearly to a north-south trend and the axial plane dips

westerly at about 30 degrees. The Quadrant sandstone on both

flanks in the northern extent of the syncline is highly fractured

with slickensides on most fracture surfaces. In the nose of the

syncline, at Red Butte, the Quadrant is so highly sheared and frac-

tured that the stratification is indistinguishable. The Mission Can-

yon Limestone in the axial area of the syncline appears to be less

disturbed than the Quadrant, having adjusted to folding more plas-

tically than did the brittle Quadrant strata. The French Creek

Thrust on the southeast limb of the syncline probably originated as

a bedding-plane thrustduring folding.

Between the Red Butte Syncline and the Argenta Anticline in

sec. 2, T. 6 S., R. 11 W., a small overturned anticline in the

Quadrant Formation occurs immediately west of the French Creek

Thrust. The Quadrant on the southeast flank of the anticline has

been thrust over the Phosphoria Formation, which comprises the
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southeast flank of a small overturned sync 1.ine. Owing to the brittle

behavior of the Quadrant Formation during deformation, both the

Quadrant and the Phosphoria were folded until the Quadrant strata

on the southeast flank of the anticline ruptured and was thrust over

the syncline, shearing off the northwest flank of the syncline.

Passing from west to east from the Red Butte Sync line to the

Cave Gulch Syncline and Dutchman Mountain Anticline, younger

strata are involved in folding and the folds become more symmetrical.

Cave Gulch Syncline and Dutchman Mountain Anticline. The

Cave Gulch Syncline and Dutchman Mountain Anticline (P1. 1), both

named in this report, are relatively open, asymmetrical folds.

Both features trend northeast and their axes plunge northeast. The

Cave Gulch Syncline, with thin Mesozoic strata involved in folding

at the surface, is not broken by faults as is the Dutchman Mountain

Anticline, which is flanked by thick Paleozoic strata which behaved

in a more brittle fashion. Cave Gulch Syncline apparently dies out

on the northwest flank of Dutchman Mountain Anticline beneath the

Tertiary limestone pebble conglomerate and the anticline becomes

more open to the south, where it is intruded by the Argenta Stock.

Frying Pan Basin folds. The relatively thin Mesozoic strata

in Frying Pan Basin are strongly folded into asymmetrical tight folds

that trend northeast. Most of the axes plunge northeast at very low

angles, and one anticline plunges southwestward into the thesis area
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from the northeast. The folds have low amplitudes and are very

irregular in trend and in symmetry, as illustrated by their irregular

axial traces and highly variable dips. The dips of the axial planes of

the folds generally dip northwest at high angles. Subsidiary folds

with amplitudes of two and three f e e t a r e common in the noses

of all folds. Most commonly the subsidiary folds involve thin lime-

stone strata. Flanks of most of the anticlines and synclines are

moderately to steeply dipping and both the limestones and the sand-

stones are moderately well jointed. Fractures and stratification

planes on the sandstones, and occasionally on the limestones, have

slickensides and grooves, indicating considerable movement along

these surfaces. The mechanism of folding in the thin Mesozoic

strata was by flexural slip.

Faults

Like the folds, the types of faults vary from the thick Paleozoic

rocks of the western part to the thin Mesozoic rocks of the eastern

part of the area. Low-angle thrust faults, a high-angle reverse

fault, and longitudinal normal faults typify structural adjustment by

faulting in the western part of the area; transverse, diagonal faults

(Billings, 1954, p. 141) are characteristic of the highly folded eastern

part.

Kelly Thrust. The Kelly Thrust (P1. 1) is a low-angle thrust
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(Billings, 1954, p. 181) that trends north to northeast and dips west

or northwest at approximately 30 degrees. The upper plate, of

Precambrian Unit i subarkose, has been thrust over the Mission

Canyon Limestone and the Arnsden and Quadrant Formations. In

SW, sec 16, T. 6 S., R. 11 W., a 'slice' of Cambrian Hasmark

dolomite between Precambrian Unit I and the Mission Canyon Lime-

stone has been brought up along the thrust plane. Lu NEL sec. 16,

T. 6 S., R. 1]. W., a 'step' or 'shoulder" (Douglas, 1950, p. 51-

97) in the thrust developed where the thrust plane cut up-section in

the footwall, diagonally across the strata,before it steepened to

about 30 degrees again. The irregular trace of the thrust is ex-

posed, except where covered by Quaternary glacial till, for approx-

imately four miles.

The Kelly Thrust is a major structure in the thesis area, and

the writer believes that i continues southward through the Bannack-

Grayling area (Lowell, 1965, P1. 1) and possibly farther south to

where it may be closely related to the Limekiln Thrust (Scholten

and others, 1955), representing a total distance exceeding 40 miles.

Within the thesis area, the minimum stratigraphic separation is

approximately 8, 000 feet, and is probably much more since the

relative stratigraphic position of Precambrian Unit 1 Is not known.

The net slip of the thrust. is probably on the order of several miles.

French Creek Thrust. The French Creek Thrust is much
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smaller than the Kelly Thrust and is a more local feature. The

low-angle thrust fault is complexly faulted and possibly folded. The

fault has, in part, thrust younger strata over previously folded older

strata. South of Rattlesnake Creek, the Mission Canyon Limestone

is thrust over folded Lodgepole strata. Northeast of Rattlesnake

Creek, the thrust becomes much more complex in nature. In NE,

sec. 15, and in SW, sec. 11, T. 6 S., R. 11 W., the Lodgepole

has been thrust over the Amsden Formation. Northeast of the Ter-

tiary olivine basalt flow, the Quadrant has been thrust over arenace-

ous cherts of the Phosphoria Formation. The exact nature of the

thrust and disturbances of the thrust beneath the basált flow is very

questionable. A possible explanation would be a high 'step" or

'!shoulder" in the thrust, which might possibly produce an anticline

in the Quadrant over the "step" (Douglas, 1950). Considerable

movement on the thrust after the anticline formed could then cause

the brittle Quadrant to fracture and ride forward on the thrust.

Another possible explanation would be a transverse fault beneath

the basalt flow, but no evidence of a large fault was found to the

southeast of the flow. Poor exposures in this area hindered mapping

considerably.

The stratigraphic separation ranges from approximately 900

feet south of Rattlesnake Creek to 1, 600 feet north of Rattlesnake

Creek.
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Lonitudina1 Normal Faults. On the northwest flank of the

Argenta Anticline, a series of steeply dipping longitudinal normal

faults (Billings, 1954, p. 141) range from slightly oblique to parallel

to the strike of the Paleozoic rocks, The faults are, in part, of

the en chelon type (Billings, 1954, p. 141); i.e., some of the faults

are continuous for only short distances, but the larger ones are

nearly continuous along the extent of the anticlinal limb. Traces

of these faults trend north and northeast and are partly obscured

and discontinuous due to smaller, younger, cross-cutting faults.

The fault planes dip northwest at an angle exceeding that of the strata

involved and probably in the range of 60 to 70 degrees. As the faults

pass from near Rattlesnake Creek northeastward, they become more

oblique to the strata and the amount of stratigraphic separation de-

creases. The fault separating the Hasmark Formation from Pre-

cambrian Unit 3 north of NE*, sec. 11, T. 6 S., R. 11 W., may

have had some strike slip, producing the minor fold and anomalous

attitudes (Fl. 1) in the Hasmark. Stresses required to produce

secondary strike slip movement could have been re-oriented locally

by the French Creek Thrust pushing against the TTshouldersH devel-

oped along its fault surface. A horizontal couple would thus be set

up between the rigid Precambrian Unit 3 and the dislocated Hasmark

Formation. Small folds, possibly due to drag near faults, are

locally encountered in the Lodgepole Formation (Fig. 17),
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Figure 1 7. Small, asymmetrical drag folds in
Lodgepole Formation micrite north
of French Creek in NW+, sec. 14,
T. 6 S., R. 11 W.
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The maximum aggregate stratigraphic separation on all of

the normal faults is on the order of 5, 500 to 6, 000 feet.

High-angle Reverse Fault. The southeast flank of the Argenta

Anticline is bounded by a steep northwest-dipping high-angle reverse

fault. This oblique fault, bringing Precambrian rocks in juxtaposi-

tion with Cambrian to Mississippian strata, trends more northward

than does the Argenta Anticline; thus, the fault cuts stratigraphically

downward on the hanging wall and stratigraphically up-section on

the footwall toward the northeast. The result is that the amount of

stratigraphic separation increases northward, from a minimum of

700 feet at the south end of Clarks Canyon in SE , sec. 24, T. 6 S.,

R. 11 W., to about 1,700 feet in NE*, sec. 5, T. 6 S., R. 10 W.

The sinuous fault trace is commonly covered but the fault is easily

discernible on aerial photographs and by following float in the col-

luvium. In sec. 24, T. 6 S., R. 11 W., and in sec. 18, T. 6 5.,

R. 10 W., the fault trace is discontinuous owing to small younger

cross faults.

Diagonal Faults, Throughout most of the area, small faults

have commonly developed diagonal to the folds of the area. The

faults, generally trending northwest-southeast, are transverse to

the local structural features, and are younger but still Laramide.

The faults have relatively small stratigraphic separations, commonly

on the order of 50 to 100 feet. Where they are fairly well exposed,
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they are clearly seen to cut the older structures at oblique to nearly

right angles. Most of the faults represent structural adjustment

to differential stretching on plunging folds (de Sitter, 1964, p. 193).

Post-Laramide Structural Features

The only post.Laramide structural features are relatively

small vertical faults arranged radially around the Argenta Stock.

These faults, with stratigraphic separations of 50 feet and less,

resulted from the intrusion of the stock, which was forcefully em-

placed.
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GEOMORPHOLOGY

The physiographic features in the thesis area have developed

subsequent to Laramide deformation and are controlled by the

Laramide structures. Fluvial processes, both aggradational and

degradational, have formed most of the geomorphic landforms.

Glacial features are restricted to the northwest part of the thesis

area.

Non-Glacial Features

Prior to glaciation in the area, alluvial fans composed domin-

antly of limestone pebbles were developed on the southeast flank of

the Argenta Anticline and extended eastward into the Frying Pan

Basin. Following deposition of the alluvial fans, erosion produced

a gently inclined pediment (Thornbury, 1961, p. 284) in the south-

east part of the area. Inselbergs (Thornbury, 1961, p. 295) of

Quadrant sandstone stand above the pediment surface, indicating

that the surface the alluvial fans were deposited upon had consid-

erable topographic relief. A thin veneer of gravel was deposited on

the pediment on both sides of Rattlesnake Creek prior to its dissec-

tion.

Cuestas, homoclinal ridges, and hogbacks on the flanks of

Laramide structures are supported by Precambrian to Cretaceous
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sandstones and carbonates throughout the area. All of the anticlines

have been breached by erosion. In NE, sec. I, T. 6 S., R. 10 W.,

reversed topography (Thornbury, 1961, P. 225) has developed on a

syncline owing to differential erosion of more resistant strata in the

core than on the flanks.

Rattlesnake and Kearns Creeks and the intermittent streams

in the northeastern portion of the area are, at least in part, super-

posed from the pediment onto the underlying Laramide structures.

Trout and French Creeks are flowing in strike and/or fault-line

valleys.

Three types of mass-wasting are represented in the area:

(1) debris slides, (2) rockslides, (3) and rock creep (Thornbury,

1961, p. 84). The landslide deposit in sec. 16, T. 6 S., R. 11 W.,

is a debris slide of Precambrian Unit 1 sandstone. The two rock-

slides, the one in sec. 14, T. 6 S., R. 11 W., and the other in sec.

10, T. 6 S., R. 10 W., are very large blocks of Quadrant sandstone

that became detached from Quadrant outcrops and slid downhill with

considerable rotation of the blocks. Rock creep debris is common

on moderately steep slopes surrounding topographic highs capped by

sandstones. Individual blocks on the slopes are so numerous that,

in places, they obscure the underlying geology.
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Glacial Features

Features directly related to processes of glaciation are limited

to the northwestern part of the area. Upper Rattlesnake Creek oc-

cupies a glacial trough (Thornbury, 1961, p. 368) that has a "valley-

invalleyu profile (Thornbury, 1961, p. 144), formed during two

glacial stades (Fig. 1 8). Kearns Basin and benches at related ele-

vations were eroded by the first glacial advance, which also deposited

till on these surfaces. The glacier that advanced into the area during

the second stade eroded through the surfaces and deposits produced

during the first stade, leaving hanging tributary valleys. Lateral

moraine on the walls of the trough and a terminal moraine in NE*,

sec. 15, T. 6 S., R. 11 W. were deposited by the glacier or glaciers

of the last stade. The glacial outwash terraces, including Argenta

Flat, are valley train deposits (Thornbury, 1961, p. 377) of high

discharge streams fed by the melting glacier.
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Figure 18. View of Upper Rattlesnake Creek glacial
trough and the source area of the Wiscon-
sinian glaciers. Kelly Reservoir is in the
foreground; Tweedy Mountain in the back-
ground. View is toward the northwest,
from Red Butte.
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ECONOMIC GEOLOGY

Metalliferous Deposits

The following resume of metalliferous deposits within the thesis

area is taken from Shenon (1931), who did much of his research when

many of the now-abandoned mines were still operating. Only a few

of the mines in the immediate vicinity of Argenta are still in use.

The mines on French Creek (P1. I) apparently had not yet been dis-

covered or worked prior to or duiing Shenon's investigation.

The first gold discovered in Montana was found in the Bannack

District, approximately ten miles southwest of Argenta. Shortly

afterwards, in 1865, gold was discovered in the Argenta District.

In late 1865, the first smelter in Montana was constructed one mile

west of Argenta, followed by the construction of three more before

1868. No smelters now exist; the oreis shipped either to Bannack

or Anaconda for processing.

Lode mines account for most of the production of ore in the

Argenta area, with placer deposits accounting for only a minor

amount of gold. In terms of value, lead and silver are the most

important metals taken from the area, followed by gold and copper.

Zinc has been produced from only one mine.

The ore deposits, which are younger than the quartz monzonite
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plutons are hydrothermal. Shencn categorized the deposits accord-

ing to the enclosing wall rock1 to their genesis, and to the force of

the ore bodies. The seven categories are: (1) pipe-like ore bodies

in limestone; (2) tabular ore shoots along bedding surfaces in lime-

stone; (3) tabular ore shoots along fissures and faults in limestone;

(4) contact deposits between quartz monzonite and limestone; (5) de-

posits along fissures or shear zones in quartzite; (6) deposits along

fissures in shale; and, (7) ore shoots along veins and shear zones

in quartz monzonite.

Gold and silver, extracted from galena and quartz, and lead,

from cerussite, are typical metals produced in pipe-like ore bodies

and tabular ore shoots along bedding surfaces in carbonates.

Tabular ore shoots along fissures and faults in limestone

and dolomite commonly yield lead, from cerussite; copper,

from cuprite, chrysocholla, and malachite; and, gold and silver,

from galena and jasperoid quartz. The ore deposits on French

Creek fall into this category (Jack Shafer, 1966, oral commun.).

Some ore shoots produced some native gold and copper.

Contact deposits between quartz monzonite and limestone

commonly contain lead, derived from cerussite and anglesite, and

gold and silver, from galena and quartz. Native copper and cuprite

occur locally. A small gold deposit was found in association with

limonite and bismutite.
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Deposits along fissures and shear zones in quartzite produce

gold, from jasperoid quartz, and lead, from cerussite and anglesite.

Deposits along fissures in shale consist mainly of galena,

jasperoid, pyrite, and tetrahedrite, which yield gold and silver.

Ore shoots along veins and shear zones in quartz monzonite

commonly yield copper, from cuprite, malachite, and chrysocolla,

and gold and silver, from galena and quartz. The zinc-producing

lode yields sphalerite from which zinc is extracted.

In general, much of the area west of Dutchman Mountain shows

evidence of mineralization, expressed mainly as iron-oxide staining

along faults and fissures. The area is presently being explored by

several mining companies.

Non-Metalliferous Deposits

Phosphate

Phosphatic sandstone and shale of the Phosphoria Formation

have been mined in many parts of southwestern Montana, the nearest

mine being at Dalyts Spur, approximately 13 miles southwest of

Dillon, Montana (Condit, 1919). To the knowledge of the writer,

this mine is not operating at present. The only phosphate of corn-

mercial grade encountered in the thesis area was the four to five feet

of phosphate strata present on the southeast flank of the Dutchman
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Mountain Anticline. This deposit is apparently too thin and impersis-

tent to warrant mining at current market prices.

Petroleum Possibilities

The geology of the Argenta area, and its regional setting, has

not encouraged petroleum exploration, and as a result the area is

untested for oil and/or gas possibilities.

Records at the Beaverhead County Courthouse in Dillon, re-

vealed that the French Creek Mining Company of New Jersey spudded

an oil well in NWI, sec. 2, T. 7 S., R. 10 W., on Argenta Flat.

The records do not reveal if drilling actually took place, and if so,

the depth of penetration. However, local opinion is that the company

drilled several hundred feet and stopped.

The Mississippian Big Snowy Formation, a producing horizon

in eastern Montana, is absent in the thesis area. The solution

breccia at the top of the Mission Canyon limestone, reported by

Robinson (1963, p. 124) in the Three Forks area, is absent in the

thesis area. All of the sandstones and dolomites in the thesis area

are commonly well cemented and have iow to very low porosities

and very poor permeabilities. Hydrocarbon stains (?) were noted

in thin sections of the Hasmark and Jefferson dolomites.

The only anticlinal structures seemingly unaffected by igneous

intrusions occur in the Frying Pan Basin. Closure of these
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structures are not seen in outcrop and geophysical exploration,

particularly on Argenta Flat, would be required to determine if the

anticlines have closure beneath the overlying sediments.

It is the opinion of the writer that oil exploration and drilling

in this area would prove unprofitable.

"Oil ShaleH

Approximately 16 feet of 'oil shale" in the Phosphoria Forma-

tion were encountered on the southeast flank of the Dutchman Mountain

Anticline, occurring with phosphate-pellet sandstone. This petro-

liferous matter is not fluid, but is a waxy or kerogen residue, which

would require mining and distillation to recover the petroleum. The

strata may have been a potential source of petroleum, but intersti-

tial vertical migration of the fluids would have been prevented by

the bedded arenaceous chert immediately overlying the mudstone.

No evidence of hydrocarbon staining was found in thin sections of the

chert.

The limited extent and thickness of the "oil shale" would not

warrant mining the strata at present.
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Table 4. Summary of Precambrian to Mesozoic petrography and petrology of the Argenta area,

Formation Colorado Kootenai Formation
Shale (?)

Member 3 2 1

Dominant @Conglomerate Subarkose Gastropod

Rock Type Mudstone Biomicrudite
covered

compositional uniform variable uniform
homogeneity

upper contact covered covered disconformity
a)

Thickness (ft) 1600+ @50 420 162

Stratification very thick; thin to thin to
lenticular thick thick

a)

Sedimentary Sub-parallel cross-strata Sub-parallel

E Structures 3 clasts X-Lamination clasts;
.

ripple marks
graded beds

Secondary
sedimentary

I

structures

color green and gray @Brown yellow, gray gray

Grain size @>Medium fine to Micritic;
(or) sand to coarse shells = 1/2-

Crystallinity pebbles 8 mm.

Grain shape Subround Sub angular
to subround

Sorting @Poor Poor to
moderate

Chert and Quartz, chert, Mollusk shellsMajor
Framework quartz and Feldspar
constituents

Heavy 3
@Magnetite Magnetite

Minerals Zircon
Tourmaline
Garnet(?)

Cement @Silica calcite sparite

Fossils Found None Plant fragments Fresh-water
mollusks

Provenance @Sedimentary Igneous and
rocks sedimentary

rocks
Depositional @Fluvial Deltaic or Lacustrine
Environment Marine(7) channel Fluviatile
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Formation Morrison Formation

Member 3 2 1

Dominant Dismicritea Sub arkosea Mudstonesa

Rock Type Micruditeb Siltstoneb

Compositional variable fairly uniform variable
homogeneity

Upper contact conformity covered covered

Thickness (ft 200 I 365 210

Stratification Thin Thin to thicka Very thin - thin
very thin to thin1' to thick

Sedimentary Internal laminations cross_beddeda

structures
a

and cross-laminated

Secondary Limy concretions
sedimentary
structures

Color Gray
a b;

gray to green Graya;
reddishb Green to Red to

to purple brown to olive purple

Grain size Micriticab Very fine to Clay to silt
(or) Micritic; coarse sand coarse sand;a

crystallinity Silt and coarse
sandb

Grain Subangular Quartsab Subround to Angular
Shape Subangu1ara

Sorting Poor Poor to Poor
a-bmoderate

Major Micritic Limeclastsb Quartz Kaolinite
Framework chert c7uartz

Constituents K-spar Feldspar
Micrudite Limeclasts

Heavy Magnetite, zircon magnetite
Minerals tourmaline

pyrite,
Cement calcite calcite' b cherta calcite

hematite, achioritea

Fossils Gastropods None
found osUacod(?)
Provenance Igneous (in part) Igneous and Igneous

a-bsedimen
D epositional Lacustrinea F1oodplain;' Floodplain
Environment Channelsa
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Formation Dinwoody Formation Phosphoria Formation

Member Upper Lowcr 4 3

Dominant Biopelsparite Mudstone and Cherty Arenaceous
Rock Type calcarenite minor siliatone Orthoquartzite chert

Compositional Fairly Fairly Uniform Uniform
homogeneity uniform uniform

Upper Disconformable Gradational covered Disconformable
contact

Thickness (ft.) 282 155 28 145

Stratification T Very thin Laminated to Thin to Very thin
to thin very thin thick to thin

Sedimentary Silt stringers' Worm tubes Tubular
structures cross-laminated borings and

wormtubes(?j
Secondary
sedimentary
structures

Color Gray to brown Brown gray to Yellowish brown Black to
olive gray brownish gray

Grain size Silt to pebble Clay to silt Fine to Fine to
(or) and micritic medium sand medium sand

crystallinity

Grain shape Angular Subangular Subangular
to subround to subround

Sorting Poor Poor Well Well

Major Gastropods, shell Quartz Quarts Quartz, chert,
Framework debris, and Mica chert and collophane
Constituents pellets Clay minerals collophane pellets pellets

glauconite

Heavy Magnetite Magnetite Magnetite
Minerals Zircon Zircon

Tourmaline

Cement Sparite Calcite Chert Limonite, Chert
glaiconite minor

Fossils Pelecypods Pelecypods Worm tubes Worm tubes (?)
found Pelecypod

Provenance Igneous Igneous and Igneous and
sedimentary sedimentary

Depositional Sublittoral Sublittoral Shallow Shallow
Environment sublittoral sublittoral

to littoral
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Formation Phosphoria Formation Quadrant Formation

Member 2 1

Dominant Carbonaceous Siltstone Subarkose

Rock Type Mudstone
Phosphate pellet -

sandstone

CompositiOia1 Fairly Uniform Uniform

homogeneity uniform

Upper Covered Disconformity(?) Covered

contact_________
Thickness(ft.) 21 (?) 200 (?) 1600

Stratification Very thin Laminated Thick to

Very thin to to very thin very thick

thin

Sedimentary Internal cross-laminations

Structures and horizontal laminations
Ripple marks

Secondary
Sedimentary

Color Black In brown Grayish orange Gray, brown,
and red

Grain Size Clay to silt Silt to Very fine

(or) Medium to coarse Clay to coarse

Crystallinity sand sand

Grain Round to Angular to Subround

Shape subround sub angular

Sorting Moderate Poor Moderate
to well

Major Collophane Quartz Quarts

Framework pellets Mica Chert

Constituents Orthodase

Heavy Magnetite Magnetite
Minerals Hematite

Zircon

Cement Petroliferous Calcite Quarts overgrowths

clayey matrix Chert; calcite

Fossils
found none none none

Provenance Igneous Igneous and
Sedimentary

Depositional Marine Sublittoral Littoral and/or
Envronment deep Beach
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Formation Misden Formation Mission Canyon
Limestone

Member Upper j.ower

Dominant Biomicrite Subarkose Fossiliferous

Rock Type Biopeisparite calcarenite Spar-micrite
cal car enite

Compositional Fairly Fairly Fairly

homogeneity uniform uniform uniform

Upper covered covered covered

contact

Thickness (ft.) 180 120 1700

Stzatification Very thin to thin thick to

Thin; thick very thick

Sedimentary Internal horizontal

stzuctures laminations

ICross-laminations
Secondary Chert nodules Chert nodules

sedimentary and Iaminae and laminae

sucthres_________________________

Color Gray Red to pinkish gray Light gray

Grain size Micritic Very -fine to fine sand Coarse to fine

(or) Framework: 1/16-1 mm.
crystallinity

Grain Subangular to subround Subround to round

shape

Sorting Poor Well to moderate Poor

Major Gastropods, bryozoan Quartz, chert, K-spar Crinoid ossicles, tetra-

Framework and shell fragments, corals, Bryozoan frag-

Constituents crinoid ossicles, a and ments, and Brachiopods

pellets1

Heavy Magnetite, pyrite,
Minerals zircon, rutile,

tourmaline

Cement Sparite Calcite Sparite

Fossils Gastropods, Crinoids, None Crinoids, tetracorals,

found Bryzozoans, and Bryozoans, and

Brachiopods (?) Brachiopods

Provenance
r

Igneous and
sedimentary

Depositional Marine; Marine; Marine;

Environment shallow shallow sublittoral
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Fcmation Lodgepole Formation Three Fcks Frnation

Member

Dominant Fossiliferous Micrite Shale a

Rock Type and Dismicrite Siltstoneb

Limestone (Micrite)

Compositional Fairly uniform Variable

homogeneity

Upper Disconformable Covered

Cdntact

Thickness (ft.) 900 350-400

Stratification Thin Laminated
to thin

b
Sedimentary MUCIChIPSa

structures

Secondary Chert nodules
sedimentary
structures

Color Black to gray Orange, gray, and red
a b

Grain size Micritic Clay and silt
(or) Micritic to pebble

crystallinity________________________________________

Grain Angular

Shape________________________________

Sorting Po Poor

Major Gasopods and
Framewxk shell debris
Constituents

Heavy
Minerals

Cement Calcjtea

Fossils Gastropods, Brachiopods, Shell fragments
found crinoid ossicles, and teacorals

Provenance

Depositional Marine; Marine (?)
Environment sublittomi
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Formation J
Jefferson Formation Hasmark Formation

Member Upper Lower

Dominant Intraenvironmental Sandy Sandy Dolomite

Rock Type Limestone Dolomite
Breccia

Compositional Fairly Uniform Fairly

homogeneity uniform uniform

Upper covered covered Dis con formable

Contact

IThickness (ft) 100 500 800

Stratification Very thick Thin to Thin to very thick
thick

Sedimentary Randomly oriented Cross-laminations

structures clasts Horizontal
Br ecciated laminations

Secondary or Chert Chert nodules

sedimentary Brecciated nodules and mottles

structures

Color Medium gray Dark gray Light gray

Grain Size medium sand Dolo: Medium to Fine to medium
(or) to pebbles coarse

Crystallinity sparite: very fine Sand: Medium to
coarse

Grain Angular Euhedral-anhedral Euhedral to anhedral

Shape (subangular )
subangular

Sorting Poor Moderate Poor

Major Micrite Quarla Quartz, 'hosts"
Framework Limeclasts Fossils (ghosts)

constituents

Heavy Magnetite Magnetite Magnetite
Minerals

Cement Sparite Chert Chert

Fossils None Crinoid stems "Ghosts'
found (ghosts)

Fovenance igneons, igneous, in part
in part

Marine; Littoral Marine; LittraDepositional Shallow
Environment marine to sublittoral to sublittoral
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Formation Precambrian Unnamed

Unit 3 Unit 2 Unit 1

Dominant Orthoquartzite Argihite Sub arkose

Rock Type

Compositional Uniform Variable Uniform
homogeneity

Upper Fault Covered Upper: not seen
Contact Lower: thrust fault

Thickness (ft.) 700 650
base not 2,100 (?)
exposed

Stratification Thin to thick Laminated Thick to
to thin verythick

Sedimentary Cross -laminations Ripple marks Crosr-laminations
structures Ripple marks Mudcracks "Scour and fill"

"Scour and fjhl" Flute casts

Secondary
sedimentary

Color Red to gray Red to green Red to pink

Grain size Fine to coarse Clay to silt Medium to coarse
(or)

Grain subround to Angular Sub angular to
shape round subround

Sorting Moderate Poor Moderate

Major Quartz Kaolinite Quartz
Framework (minor chert) Quartz Orthoclase
constituents Feldspar Microchine

Chert

Heavy Tourmahine Magnetite Tourmaline
Minerals Zircon Magnetite

Cement Quartz overgrowths Silica Quartz and Feld.
overgr owths

Fossils None None None

Provenance Igneous and Igneous Igneous and
sedimentary sedimentary

D epositional D eltaic, D eltaic; D eltaic
Environment Beach Tidal Flat



Table 5. Measured stratigraphic section. Section measured in NW 1/4, sec. 7, T. 6 S., R. 9 W., and in NE 1/4, sec. 12, T. 6 5. , R. 10 W.

Formation Member Lithology Thickness

(feet)

Subarkose; yellowish gray (5Y 7/2) to grayish orange (1OYR 7/4); "Salt and pepper'; moderately well-sorted,
subangular to subrounded, fine- to medium-grained; calcite, quartz, chert, and hematite cement; thick
cosets of cross-beds, small-scale cross-lamination; forms cliffs; upper contact covered, lower contact
locally disconformable ........................................................ 137

Kootenai 2 Shale (unit 3); grayish black (N2), weathers grayish black (N2) to yellowish-brown (1QYR 2/2); grains clay-
to silt-size, poorly sorted; thinly laminated; contains thin coal seams and poorly preserved plant fragments,
and marcasite concretions. Contains interbedded siltstones; yellowish brown (1OYR 2/2); thinly laminated
to laminated, ripple marks; calcite cement. Forms slopes

Siltstone (unit 3); yellowish gray (5Y 7/2) and medium gray (N5), weathers to yellowish brown (1OYR 4/2 and
6/2); grains silt-size, angular to subangular, poorly sorted; carbonaceous in upper part; calcite cement;
laminated to thin-bedded, cross-lamination; contains plant fragments, marcasite concretions; forms slopes;
upper contact gradational ....................................................... 28

Subarkose (unit 3); yellowish gray (5Y 7/2); moderately well-sorted, subrounded, very fine- to fine-grained;
calcite cement; thin-bedded, cross-laminated, ripple marks; forms local ledges; upper contact gradational. .

Kootenai 2 Shale (unit 2); same as shale (unit 3) .................................................. 1!

Siltstone (unit 2); same as siltitone (unit 3) .............................................. 8

Subarkose (unit 2); same as subarkose (unit 3) ............................................. 12

Shale (unit 1); same as shale (unit 3) .................................................. 9

Siltstone (unit 1); same as siltstone (unit 3) ............................................... 6

Subarkose (unit 1); same as subarkose (unit 3)



Table 5. Continued.

Formation Member

Koorer;ai 2

Kootenal 1

Morrison 3

Lithology Thickness
(feet)

Mudstone; light olive gray (5Y 5/2), dark gray (N3), moderate red (SR 4/6), and grayish red purple (SRP 4/2)
both fresh and weathered; calcite cement; laminated to thin-bedded; upper contacc covered. Contains
interbedded siltoner; yellowish gray (5Y 7/2) when fresh, weathers to pale olive (IOY 6/2) and grayish
yellow (5Y 8/4); silt-size grains; calcite cement; thin-bedded, hste:rnailv lamiated; forms slope;; contacts
planar ................................................................... 81

Subarkose; light gray (N7) and yellowish gray (5Y 8/1) both fresh and weethued; poor to moderately veil-
sorted, subangular, very fine- to medium-grained sand; chert, calcite, and glauconite cement; thin-bedded,
cross laminaoss; local graded bedding; mudchips near base; forms local ledger; upper contact gradational . . .

Member 2 Total Thickness 420

Biomicrudite; medium dark gray (N4) when fresh, weathers to medium gray (N5); coarse sand-size to pebbly
clas; subangular, medinm-grained quart grains; micrite maix; sparite locally developed; thin- to thick-
bedded; gas'opods and pelecypods poorly to moderately well-preserved; gasopods abundant; weathers to
rounded ledges and ridges; upper contact locally disconformabie, lower contact sharp and planar. Contains
subarkose lens; medium gray (NS); moderately well-sorted, subang'iar, very fine-grained; calcite cement;
three feet thick; internal cross-lamination; forms very local ledge; lower contact disconformable, upper
contactplanar ........................................................... l6

Member 1 Total Thickness 162

Mudstone; moderate ted (SR 5/4 and 4/6), pale blue (5PB 7/2), pale purple ISP 6/2) both fresh and weathered;
clay- and silt-size particles; caicareous cement; thin- to very thin-bedded, horizontal lamination; limy
ccncretions on satification planes; forms slopes; upper contact sharp, planar ..................... 49

Micrisdite; medium gray (N5) with grayish-red (SR 4/2) clas, clasL weather to yellowish-gray (SY 7/2); clasle
fine- to ver' coarse-sand size, rounded, poorly sorted; micrite ma'ix; thin-bedded; forms slopes; contact
covered ................................................................... 2

C



Table 5. Continued.

Formation Member Lithology Thickness
(feet)

Mudstone; same as above micrudite ................................................... 23

Dismicrite; medium gray (N5) fresh, weathers to light olive gray (5Y 6/1) and yeJlcwish gray (5Y 7/2); clas
Morrison 3 round to subangular, poorly sorted, silt- to pebble-size quartz, gas'opods, ostrcods (?), and Inicritic lime-

clasts (near base); micrite mae'ix; sparite patches, sparite cement local; tbin-bcdded; fossils poorly preserved;
forms local ledges; upper contact sharp, planar ......................................... S

Covered; green and red mudstone float ................................................. 13

Dismicrite; same as above covered section ............................................... 80

Covered; green and purple mudstone float; contacts covered ................................... 20

Member 3 Total Thickness 220

Subarkose; dark greenish gray (5GY 4/1) fresh, weathers to light greenish gray (5GY 8/1); moderately well-
sorted, subangular, silt- to fine-grained sand; chert cement; mud-chips rare; thin-bedded, cross-lamination;
forms slopes and local ledges; upper contact covered ...................................... 15

Siltstone (unit 4); reddish brown (bR 3/4) and pale olive (1OY 6/2) both fresh and weathered; poorly sorted,
subangular to rounded, silt- to very coarse-grained sand; calcite and hematite cement; very thin- to thin-
bedded; forms slopes; upper contact locally disconformable .................................. 47

Morrison 2
Subarkose (unit 4); medium gray (N5) and medium light gray (N6) fresh, weathers to light olive gray (5"s 6/1);

and pepper; poorly to moderately well -sorted, subangular to subrounded, very fine- to coarse-grained
sand, locally pebbly; minor sericite matsix; calcite, chert, and hematite cement; thin- to thick-bedded,
very thin cross-bedding; internal cross-lamination; lenticular shape; forms lOW ridges; lower contact locally
disconformable, upper contact planar 33



Table 5. Continued.

Formation Member

Morrison 2

Lithology Thickness
(feet)

Siltstone (unit 3); same as siltstone (unit 4) .......................................... 52

Subarkose (unit 3); same as subarkose (unit 4) ......................................... 26

Sjittone (unit 2); same as siltstone (unit 4) .......................................... 49

Subarkose (Unit 2); same as subarkose (unit 4) .......................................... 18

SiIitone (unit 1); same as siltstone (unit 4) ........................................... 40

Subarkose (unit 1); same as subarkose (unit 4 ......................................... 3

Covered; varicolored mudstone float; contacts concealed .................................. 53

Subarkose; medium gray (N5) and medium light gray (N6), with greenish gray (SGY 6/1) mudchips; poorly to
moderately well-sorted, subangular to subrounded, very fine- to fine-grained, locally pebbly; mudchip

parallel to satification; calcite cement, slight "luster mottling"; thin-bedded, local horizontal lamination;
poorly preserved shell fragments; forms slopes and low ledges; contacts covered................... 9

Member 2 Total Thickness 345

Covered; varicolored mudstone float 25

Lithic sandstone; grayish red purple (SRP 4/2) fresh, weathers to pale red-purple (5RP 6/); poorly sorted,

Morrison 1
subangular to rounded, fine- to coarse-grained clasts, locally pebbly; tuffaceous; hematite and micro-
crystalline quarla cement, patches of zeolite and calcite; very thin- to thin-bedded, undulose bedding

planes; forms local ledges; upper contact undulose ...................................... 3

N)



Table 5. Continued.

Formation Member Lithology Thickness
(feet)

Mudstone; grayish-green (lOGY 5/2), moderate red (SR 5/4), pale red-purple (SRP 6/2), and grayish purple
(SR 5/4), pale red-purple (SRP 6/2), and grayish purple (5P 4/2) both fresh and weathered; clay- to silt-size,
angular particles; caicareous cement; very thin- to thin-bedded, horizontal lamination; forms slopes; planar
contacts. Contains minor interbedded siltstone; same colors as in above mudstone; silt-size grains; calcareous
cement; very thin-bedded; forms slopes ............................................. 137

Vilric tuff; greenish black (SGY 2/1 and SG 2/1) both fresh and weathered; fine-c!ystalline to glassy, anhedral
Morrison 1 to subhedrai, poorly sorted crystals; chlorite, microcrystalline quarts, and zeoUte alteration products; calcite

replacement product; massive, no flow sucture; hackly fracture; forms local ledge; contacts planar to
slightly uneven ............................................................ S

Mudstone; same as above the tuff; lower contact disconformable to underlying Dinwoody Formation 40

Member 1 Total Thickness 210

Morrison Formation Total Thickness 775

Biopeisparite calcarenite; light gray (N7) fresh, weathers to pale yellowish brown (1OYR 6/2); poorly sorted,
subrounded to rounded, silt- to pebble-size clasts and fossils; micrite matrix minor; sparite cement; thin-
bedded; silts stringers locally; moderately well- to poorly-preserved pelecypods (Claraia) and gastropods

Upper (minor). Contains minor interbedded siltstone; pale yellowish brown (1OYR 6/2) fresh and weathered;
moderately well-sorted, subangular, silt-size grains; calcite cement; laminated to very thin-bedded.
Forms local ledges and ridges; upper contact disconformable 282

Upper Member Total Thickness 282

Mudstone; brownish gray (5YR 4/1) and olive gray (SY 4/1) both fresh and weathered; clay- to silt-size,
Dinwoody angular particles; calcite cement; laminated to very thin-bedded; pelecypod molds and casts on strati-

Lower fication planes, molds moderately well-preserved. Contains minor interbedded siltatone; color same as -



Table 5. Continued.

Formation Member

Phosphoria

Lithology Thickness
(feet)

mudstone; silt-size grains; calcite cement; laminated to very thin-bedded. Forms slopes; upper contact
withuppermembergradational .................................................

Lower Member Total Thickiess 156

Dinwoody Formation Total Thickness 438

4 Orthoquartzite; pale yellowish brown (1OYR 6/2) and grayish orange (1OYR 7/4) fresh and weathered; well-
sorted, subangular to subrounded, fine- to medium-grained sand; chert, glauconite, and limonite
cement; thin- to thick-bedded, internal cross-lamination; worm tubes 1-3 mm. in diameter, rod-shaped
mollusk(?) borings as much as 5 cm. diameter; Orbiculoidea shells poorly preserved; forms low ledges;
uppercontactdisconformable(?)

Member 4 Total Thickness 28

Phosphoria Arenaceous chert; brownish gray (5YR 4/i) and black (Ni) fresh and weathered; moderately well-sorted,
subangular to subrounded detritus; chert cement; scattered dolomite rhombs; very thin- to thin-bedded;

3
mollusk(?) borings 1-S cm. diameter, filled with arenaceous chert forms ledges and local ridges; upper
contact locally disconformable, 10-15 cm. relief and disconformity ......................... 144

Siltstone; pale yellowish orange (1OYR 8/6) siltstone float contact concealed

Member 3 Total Thickness 146

0'




